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A significant change this year is the allocation and use of riding numbers…
All competitors will be issued a ‘riding number’ which will be listed in the official race guide 

and displayed on all machines. This seeded riding number will be issued based on previ-
ous best lap speeds achieved in race conditions only, not qualifying. These numbers will not 
change for any competitor during the course of the event.

They will be used for group seeding during qualifying ie seeded group one Nos 1-30, group 
two, 31-60, etc.

The top 20 seeded competitors in solo races and top 10 in sidecar races will, subject 
to meeting qualifying criteria, start their races in the traditional way, in numerical order, at 10 
second intervals. Having qualified for the race, no other competitors will be moved into any of 
these seeded positions nor will any of the seeded riders be moved out.

All other competitors will be issued with a grid position which will be the position they start 
their races and will be based on qualification times. The list of grid positions will be issued daily 
via iomtt.com and the Official Notice Board.

Competitors will be issued with a small decal indicating their grid position for each race at 
technical inspection. This decal must be displayed on the front number board of the machine, 
to enable start line personnel to arrange competitors into the correct starting order for each 
race.

Grid positions will be issued for all races prior to the first day of racing. Subsequent quali-
fying sessions during race week will not count towards grid positions for any races. However, 
competitors who have not qualified for a given class after the Friday evening qualifying session 
can still qualify to start a later race during the race week qualifying sessions. These competitors 
will start from the back of the grid.

Riding Numbers

The Birchalls fly at Ballaugh. Photo courtesy Glynne Lewis.
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“I was excited as well as nervous; 
I just wanted to get going. It was a dream 
come true just sat there waiting. I was just 
focusing straight ahead and thinking about 
the speeds and what I was about to let 
myself in for!” These were the thoughts of 
youngster, Dean Harrison as he sat behind 
the Travelling Marshal waiting for his 
‘accompanied lap’ at the commencement 
of practice for the 2011 TT.

Little did he know that, a fortnight 
later, he would return to his Yorkshire home 
with three bronze replicas and a fastest lap 
in excess of 121mph – a brilliant start to his 
TT career.  Apparently, it was even better 
second time around the Mountain Course 
as “I didn’t have to follow a marshal; I 
remember coming back in and saying to 
the lads ‘that was awesome’!!” Dean was 
certainly bitten by the TT bug

Dean was one of the youngest 

competitors at last year’s TT, so why did 
he decide to compete in the world’s tough-
est and most dangerous race so early in 
his career, perhaps an introduction via 
the Manx Grand Prix might have been a 
more considered approach? “I’d never 
really thought about my age as such, as 
racing around the Mountain was some-

thing I’d always aspired to do. The only 
reason I started racing was to race at the 
TT, it wasn’t a choice as I was always going 
to do it! I considered the Manx first but it 
would have cost me a lot of money with the 
entry fees, etc and it was cheaper to enter 
the TT. Paul Phillips approached me too 
and was really helpful, as was Rider Liai-
son Officer, Milky Quayle. I was invited over 
on a newcomers’ weekend and everyone 
was really helpful.”

Many lads have followed their 
fathers into our sport, particularly with 
respect to the three-wheeler category 
- think Hanks, Boddice - so why didn’t 
Dean follow in his father, top competitor 
who grabbed a second position last year, 
Conrad’s foot steps?  “I know my dad’s not 
bad for an ‘old bloke’ on a sidecar! But I 
never really considered going into sidecar 
racing, anyway have you seen the price of 
a competitive outfit?! I’ve driven the outfit 
round the paddock and up to scrutineer-
ing for him but I’ve never driven one round 
a circuit; he’d probably be scared that I’d 
beat him anyway! With a solo I’ve only got 
myself to think about. However, he helps 

out quite a bit where he can and he’s pretty 
good at lending me money, as long as I 
pay him back! He tries to give me tips on 
solo racing, but I don’t think he realises 
how different it is!

To secure a position on the start 
line in the world’s toughest road race, a 
would-be entrant has to reach a certain 
standard, this Dean has managed in a 
remarkably short period of time. He was 
eighteen when he began racing with the 
Auto 66 Club on a CBR 600, winning the 
Rookie 600 Club Championship in his 
debut year. Financial problems beset him 
the following season, with redundancy 
meaning he could afford to do a few 
rounds only…but, credit to his developing 
talent, he still managed to win the Formula 
600 Championship. Dean continues, “I 
gained my National Licence and went on 
to compete at Oliver’s Mount, Scarbor-
ough which was a big milestone for me 
as it was a stepping stone to going road 
racing. I continued to race with the Auto 
66 and other clubs at various circuits but 
I always looked forward to Oliver’s Mount 
where I was getting better and better.”

Dean on his way to 12th position in Supersport 2. Photo 
courtesy Equipe Ajax.

Dean Harrison...
Riding in the TT is the ultimate challenge

Dean with Herve Gantner at Signpost. 
Photo courtesy Equipe Ajax.

Photo courtesy Sally Bly.
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Dean’s developing skills and 
potential in true road racing had not gone 
unnoticed as, quite out of the blue, he 
received a phone call from Billy Mckinstry. 
One of Ireland’s leading sponsors, Billy 
offered R6 and ER6 Kawasakis for Dean to 
race in the Emerald Isle. Taking the bull by 
the horns, Dean was entered in the Sup-
port Class, winning virtually all of them 
apart from a couple, even breaking some 
lap records. 

He did this for nearly a full season 
but, “the costs of travelling over to Ire-
land were too expensive and not having 
a ‘main’ sponsor to help I had to call it a 
day, which was a great shame as I had a 
fantastic time and I know I could have gone 
onto bigger and better things. However, I 
gained a lot of publicity whilst there which 
helped a great deal with my progression to 
the TT.” So at the beginning of 2011 he had 
his sights set on the TT. He bought his own 
R1 off ebay and along with Ian Bell offer-
ing him an R6, he was set up well for the 
coming season.

So, it was a 2011 TT debut for 
Dean; surely a leaf would be taken out of 
Dad’s book with respect to preparation of 
machines and acquisition of course knowl-
edge? “I prepared all the bikes myself with 
a strip down and rebuild and everything 
was double checked and even checked 
again. I’ve been going to the TT with my 
dad since ‘93 so I knew what to expect 
from a learning prospective, I watched 
all the on-board laps constantly when at 
home, stopping to rewind sections to have 
another look. The newcomers’ weekend 
helped a lot, too, as I got up really early 
and just drove round and round in a car, 
stopping and walking around to look at dif-
ferent sections.”

Always keen to appreciate the help 
rendered by others, Dean’s debut was very 
much a team effort… “if it wasn’t for all the 

help I wouldn’t have been able to do it. I 
would like to thank Lee Patterson of Print-
ing Roller Services for helping me out with 
tyres, etc and to Ian Bell for the loan of the 
R6, not forgetting my dad for all the experi-
ence and knowledge.”

Back to Glencrutchery Road and 
luck was initially with our debutant, “prac-
tice week went well with no major prob-
lems to speak of which was a godsend as 
it gave me chance just to ride round, get in 
the laps and learn the circuit; I didn’t adjust 
a thing.” Any newcomer achieving a fast-
est practice week speed of 118.479mph 
deserves credit, more so to one so young; 
in fact Dean was second fastest of the new 
boys, trailing only Simon Andrews who, as 
we know, has secured a works Honda ride 
for this year’s event.

 On to race week and a demanding 
schedule for a newcomer with five starts – 
the Superbike was first up – so impressed 
were the Organisers with his practice times 
that there was a reallocation of starting 
number from 64 to 45…“all seemed to 
be going well until lap three when the fuel 
pump packed up and I had to retire.” Dean 
was in 36th position at the time, in front of 
many seasoned TT campaigners and in 
the process he had upped his speed to 
119.38mph.

A first TT finish and a replica were 
just around the corner as, aboard his 600 
Bell Yamaha, he came home in 25th posi-
tion in Supersport Race 1 at an average 
of 115.82mph to gain a ‘bronze’, some-
thing many a TT competitor take years 
to secure. Back on the larger capacity 
machine…” the Superstock went ok and I 
just went out to finish after the disappoint-
ment of the first race, so I was pleased with 
my 27th position and average lap speed in 
excess of 118mph, but naturally delighted 
with my first 120+mph lap, from a standing 
start, too”.

Without doubt the highlight of any 
rider’s first TT must be a top twelve finish. 
In fact it was 12th in Supersport Race 2, 
steadily moving through the field from 18th 
at the end of lap two, 16th a circuit later to 
a final position where he just missed out on 
a silver replica. On to the final day…“in the 
Senior I broke down on the fourth lap when 
the gear box went, but I was happy with my 
lap times, achieving my fastest lap speed 
for the fortnight at just over 121mph.”

With such an impressive TT debut, 
plans are surely in place for a return? “The 
TT this year is my main focal point. I have 
entered all of the races and have been 
given the opportunity by Paul Shoesmith 
to ride a BMW for Ice Valley, to which I’m 
really looking forward. Also Ian Bell has 
kindly loaned me the Bell Yamaha R6 once 
again and I’m in the process of building 

an ER6 Kawasaki under the name of PRS/
Dynobike for the new lightweight class.”

 So, is it a battle to see who can 
reach the top level of the podium first – the 
old fella, Condrad, or the youngster, Dean? 
“No, my main aim this year is to improve 
my times and progress at the TT. It’s a long 
way round, so it takes a long time to learn 
and I know that I’m still learning and will 
be for a while. I’m not going to run before 
I can walk, but it would be nice one day 
to win a TT race…that’s my goal.” Don’t 
bet against it…Dean did so well in his first 
year with his determined, professional 
approach together with his willingness to 
accept advice – the potential is certainly 
there. Good luck to both Dean and Conrad 
at this year’s TT and thanks to Dean for his 
help with this article.

Graham Bean

Stylish as ever, Simon aboard his 600 Yamaha at Creg ny Baa. 
Courtesy Mike Hammonds.

Photo courtesy Equipe Ajax. We included this photo in our last issue, wondering what Milky was saying 
to Dean. Last minute advice, perhaps? Dean tells us that a warning board had just been displayed 
indicating there were damp patches at the Lezayre Road – Milky was explaining that for Lezayre Road 
read Glentramman, which might have been a more appropriate location to give by the Organisers in the 
first instance.
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Tim Reeves & Greg Cluze, TT 2011. Photo courtesy Glynne Lewis.

Editor’s Line
Hopefully you will enjoy reading our latest issue of the Magazine – something to 

browse through on the ferry journey, perhaps. I am extremely grateful for all the assis-
tance received during recent months, in which time has been at a premium for me – Sally 
has taken on more of a workload and we have been joined in the short term by Chris 
Founds who is serialising his memories about the sidecar paddock during the time his 
dad, Des and himself were racing their three-wheelers at the TT. I am always on the look-
out for ideas, contacts, assistance, etc – you will be able to catch up with me at the Club’s 
shop during practice week or via the contact details on page 3.

Thinking back to the early 2000s and I would never have believed the TT would have 
been in such a healthy state as it is as we approach the 2012 event… a new batch of 
young newcomers, increased involvement from manufacturers, a revamped ‘lightweight’ 
class, new provision for spectators at vantage points such as the Crosby Leap, Ballacrye, 
etc, marvellous TV coverage and organisers who listen to competitors and fans alike…
long may it continue. Here’s hoping for a safe, exhilarating meeting, run in dry, warm 
weather. Enjoy the Magazine. Copy date for next issue Monday 24th September.

Graham Bean

Congratulations to Fiona-Baker Milligan who, during the up and coming TT fortnight,  
will be presented with the Susan Jenness Trophy for her sterling performances last year. The 
trophy is awarded annually to the female competitor who, in the eyes of the Executive Commit-
tee of the TT Supporters’ Club, made the most meritorious performance during the TT meeting.

Accompanying father, Tony Baker, Fiona finished both sidecar races in 11th position, 
on both occasions well within Bronze Replica time. Remarkably consistent average race speeds 
were accomplished – 107.05mph and 106.35mph in races one and two respectively.

The Susan Jenness Trophy is presented in memory of Susan who lost her life some 
years ago whilst marshalling a UK off-road event. It is hoped that Susan’s husband, Mick, will be 
on the Island to hand over the trophy to Fiona in a ceremony which will be covered live by Radio 
TT in a show anchored by TTSC President, Charlie Williams.

Susan Jenness Trophy

Fiona and dad in... and out of Quarter Bridge. Photo courtesy Mike Hammonds
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Chairman & Secretary Report
Club Affairs
Welcome to TT 2012; the Club will be at the rear of the Grandstand in the Mar-

ketplace area (as we were last year) working from a sale outlet pitch. You can renew your 
membership, if you haven’t had chance to get round to it yet and purchase Isle of Man TT 
and TTSC memorabilia as well as the official TT Programme.

The sales team of Rose, Vera, Sandra, Jennifer, Annie and Lesley will be glad to 
assist you. 

As in the past, the Club will be assisting all TT competitors who join the TTSC with 
useful goods to assist them through the TT fortnight and beyond. The annual TT Riders’ 
Draw will be covered live on the Charlie Williams Radio TT Show – 1st Prize £400, 2nd Prize 
£200 and 4 x £100.

Race Affairs
The race programme looks most impressive with the entries full in most classes 

along with 20 plus Electric bikes, where I am sure the 100 mph will happen. The sidecar 
entry has approx eight newcomer drivers and over ten newcomer passengers.

Year on year the promoters, the IoM Government Motor Sport Team (Depart of Eco-
nomic Development) lead by Paul, Bruce and Sophie, along with the ACU Events Team of  
Gary, Michelle and Stuart strives to improve and update the event. This year, “2012”, online 
entries (only) might be ok for the brainy competitors, but come on, for an old sidecar driver 
or drivers, it was like going to the moon!!  However, thanks to the IOM Motor Sport Team’s 
help I believe even the thickest of them managed it.

To end this update/report I would like to thank all the TTSC Officials for their support 
and hard work throughout the year, wish all competitors a good and safe TT, and finally, 
fingers crossed, with the eyes of the world on him, I wish the new Clerk of the Course, Mr G 
Thompson M.B.E, along with his deputies, all the best. You will need it.

Roy Hanks
Chairman TTSC

Registrars’ Report
We would like to start by thanking all of those Members who have renewed their 

Membership so far this year; once again the response has been excellent considering the 
hard financial restraints through which we are currently going.

As always we still need more Members to maintain the high quality of the riders’ 
goods, so if you could introduce a friend, please do so; Membership Forms can be down-
loaded from the Club website if required.

We have been asked why the email address section has been removed from the 
Membership Form – the reason for this is because of the growing amount of malicious 
viruses that have affected computers, including our own; we do not do mail shots with 
any news regarding the Club via email as all up to date news can be found on the Club 
website. 

The Club website address is www.ttsupportersclub.com. 
If anyone has Membership or Website feedback enquiries could you contact Viv 

and myself directly at the NEW EMAIL ADDRESS ttsupportersclub@hotmail.co.uk   
We hope that you all, competitors and spectators alike, have an enjoyable 

TT2012 and return home safely.
Viv and Pete Oulton

J Carl / Mark after two great 10th places in the 2011 TT races, beating some very well known names 

in both races, you must have been delighted to finish so high, lapping at an average speed of over 

107mph in  Race 1?

Carl: The TT in 2011 went a lot better than we could ever have hoped. Following practice 
week we were moved up the field from number 42 to start number 12. We aimed to qualify 
and finish after bad luck for us both in 2010 when neither of us completed any racing laps.

Mark: I think we were both surprised we finished as well as we did. Our aim was just to 
qualify and finish. Really, we never expected to finish 10th or to be best newcomers espe-
cially as we were using standard engines - no, I really do mean completely stock motors.

J You both suffered bad luck for TT 2010 meaning that neither of you could race in the event which must 

have made TT 2011 even more special?

Carl: In 2010 we were both due to be racing in our first TT but as part of different teams. 
After visiting the Island in February for the newcomers’ weekend I only managed 4/5 laps of 
the circuit in practice and Mark did no laps at all due to an injury picked up in a race before 
the TT. 

My passenger, Keir Pedley, came out of the outfit at May Hill during practice week, suf-
fering a broken leg. Fortunately, I was ok so tried hard to recruit a new passenger for the two 
races; Jamie Winn was available and offered to help, but the rules had changed with regard 
to replacing passengers once practice had commenced and we were therefore unable to 
start the races. Mark came out of Gary Bryans’ outfit at the Cadwell Park British Champion-
ship round just prior to the TT, unfortunately breaking his wrist and was therefore unable to 
compete in either TT practice or the races. 

Mark: TT 2010 appeared to be a complete disaster for the pair of us, me with a broken 
wrist and Carl unable to race due to his accident with Kier, however it seems to have been 
a blessing in disguise as it was at that TT we decided to join forces. Carl needed an experi-

Five minutes with top sidecar newcomers from 2011

Courtesy Equip Ajax.

Carl Fenwick and Mark Sayers

Photo courtesy Mike Hammonds.
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enced passenger and I needed a driver, so it seemed the logical thing to do and we’ve gone 
from strength to strength together really. I believe this also gave us more time to prepare 
for 2011. 

J You were the highest placed newcomers in both Sure Mobile Sidecar TT races, a great achievement; 

did you win any awards for this feat? 

Carl: We received 2 bronze replicas for our race finishes and only missed out on a silver 
replica by one position in the 2nd race. Unfortunately, we had to travel home before the 
Race 2 presentations were made, but we won the highest placed / best newcomer’s trophy, 
which previously had been held by Dougie Wright and Dips Chauhan, amongst others. The 
trophy remains on the Island, but we were both given silver replicas to keep and we also 
received medals for finishing as the best newcomers in Race 1. 

Mark: I was over the moon when we finished 10th, only just missing out on the silver 
replica positions, but to get 2 bronze replicas in the first year was awesome. Due to the 
second  race being delayed we missed the last prize giving so it wasn’t until I got a call from 
a friend on the Island, who collected the trophy on my behalf, did I realise we got a silver 
replica after all to keep in respect of winning  the Newcomer’s Award. I couldn’t believe it; I 
still have a big grin whenever I look at it.

J How do you sum up your TT 2011 overall ?

Carl: It was smashing, just brilliant, I couldn’t have asked for it to be a better fortnight 
as we had no mechanical issues or problems and were both really in the zone out on track 
the whole time. I particularly noticed what a different challenge the TT is and how tiring it 
was for us competing in the long races – when we arrived at Anglesey for next F2 British 
Championship it felt so different with only 20 short laps. 

Mark: How would I sum up TT 2011 overall?  Words can’t really describe it. It’s just 
unreal, awesome, I still can’t believe it really, it just all came together so well and I can’t wait 
for this year.

J You also had some excellent finishes in both the ACU F2 British Championship Super and ACU F2 Cup 

races in 2011 with wins in the Cup series and podium finishes in the main one, only narrowly missing 

out on the Cup Championship after bad luck and mechanical problems at Croft. However, you must 

be happy overall with your season, finishing 5th in the main Championship and runners up in the Cup 

Championship?

Carl: Our TT engine was brilliant and also led us to a 2nd place in main British F2 Cham-
pionship race at Cadwell, but unfortunately we had engines which let us down at Brands 
Hatch and Castle Combe. In the final round at Croft our fuel pump relay packed in when 
leaving the holding area to go out to race; unfortunately, nothing could be done to repair it 
and this was just bad luck for us. I am happy with the 2011 season. Credit should be given 
to Cup Champion, Frank Lelias who rode well in his first season in the Championship, 
having good luck and no mechanical breakdowns.

Mark: We’ve had some fantastic short circuit races especially against Roy Hanks and 
Dave Wells (the flying grandads). I’ve learned a lot from them both especially Dave, who 
was such a genius and was always happy to help me at any circuit, especially the TT. He 
sat and watched videos with me, talked me round the circuit and took me for laps. I feel 
really lucky as I’ve had so much help from the best in the sport. Neil Carpenter, another 
TT  legend, has given me his time and valuable advice and support and it’s been down to 
people like this why we’ve done as well as we have in the championships.  I think doing the 
British Championship rounds in 2011 has helped us progress. We’ve been able to watch 
and learn from the best. It was a shame we missed out on the Cup Championship, it would 
have been the icing on the cake but fair play to Frank Lelias for winning, as he rode the 
wheels off that LCR. Everything else we achieved last year has more than  made up for the 
disappointment at Croft. I think we won the most silverware at the FSRA presentation dinner 
including the Fastest Lap Award for the Cup Championship, the Steve Webster and Phil 
Dongworth Awards for our achievements at the TT 

J You showed great pace and knowledge on all the short circuits around Britain last year and also experi-

ence beyond your years – you certainly seem to be very talented young guns and names to watch out 

for next season and beyond – what are your overall ambitions in the sport and do you have a long term 

TT goal?  

Carl: I want to keep racing, I would love to win a TT and be British Champion. I also want 
to be a safe, successful racer who is able to give advice to others and be a role model to 
other young competitors in the sport. 

Following trials riding as a hobby, I started in the sport as a passenger for a friend; we 
went halves on a Derbyshire outfit with my friend as driver in the 2005/06 season. I decided 
to buy the outfit from him, first driving it in 2006, aged 18 with Keir Pedley as passenger. I 
then bought my current Shelbourne outfit. We are still relatively very young competitors in 
the sport as I was born in 1986 and Mark a year later. 

I’m a truck mechanic, having set up my own business following the success of my 
father’s transport company. I am fully committed to racing and everything I do in life, includ-
ing my work, business and my family. I always work hard to succeed and achieved my 
ambition of starting my own business.

EQUIPE AJAX
MOTOR SPORT ACTION PHOTOGRAPHERS

Barry and Sheila would like to wish “Good Luck” to all T.T. 
riders and visitors.

UNIT 9. BROADWATER BOULEVARD. WORTHING. SUSSEX.
Tel. 01903219204  Fax. 01903541104. Mob. 07748593107

E.Mail  equipeajax@lineone.net
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Wal Handley on his winning Rudge. Photo courtesy Keig’s.

J What machinery etc will you be using for the 2012 season and would you like to thank sponsors, family, 

friends for their help in 2011?

Carl: We will be using the same Shelbourne 600 Honda outfit as I do feel my engine is 
well suited to the TT particularly in respect of the rule changes. We can’t afford a new outfit 
for the 2012 season and although the outfit is heavy, Mark is very light and tucks himself in 
so well which is fine compensation. The outfit will be serviced by Jo Shelburne for the new 
season, so fingers crossed we should be ready to roll in 2012 on both the short circuits and 
at the TT.

I would like to thank my fiance, Amy, both my Dad, Russ Fenwick of Russ Fenwick 
Transport and Mark’s Dad for all their help with the bike. Thanks also to Beryl Bridson and 
Davey Craine of AV Craine & Sons, Plant Hire and Haulage, who travel over from the IoM to 
every British Championship round with their motor home and have helped us such a lot. We 
also have a number of local sponsors, a former TT competitor from the ‘80s, Dick Fletcher 
from Winterton, who was a pioneer of 350cc sidecar racing and Roy Fletcher, both of T & 
J Fletcher Ltd Welding and Fabrication, Brian Maguire Plant Hire from Winterton and H.C. 
Wright Transport of Caistor. Appreciation also goes to Paul at Dynobike and everybody else 
who helped us throughout the season.  We are also hoping to attract a couple of new spon-
sors to help us out for our 2012 season. 

I would like to give special thanks to Mark for all his help, not just as a passenger, but 
for all the work he does as a mechanic on the bike, which is such a great help to me; also 
many thanks to Sarah Wells and family for all the support they have given me. 

 Mark: We’ll just have to see what happens as we’ve still got lots to learn, but we’ll just 
keep going like we have been and hope for the best. You never can tell with racing, so as 
long as it’s a fun, safe season, that’ll do for me. There’s so  many people to thank I don’t 
really know where to start, but everyone who has given us help and particularly the late 
great and sadly missed Dave Wells, who was a true genius in this sport.

Many thanks to Carl and Mark for their help with this article; we wish them great success 
in 2012. Congratulations also to Carl and his partner, Amy who became proud parents to 
Riley James Fenwick at the beginning of March

Sally Bly

Photo courtesy Mike Hammonds.

There will be a warm welcome for TTSC members at the Club’s sales outlet in the 
Market Place at the rear of the Grandstand, situated in exactly the same position as 
last year. Please come along, renew your membership, perhaps bringing a friend with 
you who might also join our Club. Souvenirs, memorabilia, TT clothing, race pro-
grammes, etc will be on sale.

As ever, your Club will be supporting competitors by providing those who are 
members with a ‘gift package’ constituting a commissioned quality body warmer, 
competitor’s pen, duct tape, ear plugs, cable ties, etc, plus a special offer on XL 
Proban (fire retardant) overalls.

The TTSC has made a substantial contribution to the cost of the SIS Electrolyte 
Energy Sports drinks which can be collected by competitors from the TTRA Office, 
also at the rear of the Grandstand.

Two trophies donated by the Club will be keenly contested: competitors in the 
Junior Supersport races will be vying for the TTSC Trophy - a silver tray on a plinth, 
currently held by Gary Johnson for the best aggregate performance last year with a 
victory and a fourth position to his credit. Fiona Baker-Milligan will receive the Susan 
Jenness Trophy during this year’s festival for her performance at the 2011 meeting, but 
who will take the mantle of the ‘Most Outstanding Performance by a Female Competi-
tor’ this year?

£1,000 is up for grabs in the “Riders’ Draw” to be broadcast live on the Charlie 
Williams Radio TT Show: 1st prize is £400, 2nd £200, then four of £100.

If you are not travelling to the Island and would like a race programme sending to 
you, then contact Rose [details page 3] before Tuesday 22nd May.

How about becoming more involved in the running of the TT Supporters’ Club…
we are always on the look out for members to fill a variety of roles within the Club’s 
organisation…Rose will be delighted to hear from you at the sales outlet in the Market 
Place.

Saturday 2nd June: TT Superbike  12.00  6 laps
   Sidecar TT Race 1  15.00  3 laps

Monday 4th June:  Supersport TT Race 1  10.45  4 laps
   Superstock TT Race 14.00  4 laps

Wednesday 6th June: TT Zero Challenge  10.45  1 lap
   Supersport TT Race 2  12.45  4 laps
   Sidecar TT Race 2  15.00  3 laps

Friday 8th June:   Lightweight TT Race 10.45  3 laps
   Senior TT Race  13.00  6 laps

Race Programme - TT 2012

TT Supporters’ Club at TT 2012
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Jimmy Storrar began his racing career 
in 2004 in the 125cc Scottish Champion-
ship before graduating in 2005 to the MRO 
Supersport Championship, where he fin-
ished 3rd. He moved up to the National 
Superstock Cup in 2006, finishing 5th, and 
has competed in the National Superstock 
Championship since 2007, recording 10th 
position overall in 2008. 2011 should have 
seen the 25 year old, Perth born racer make 
his TT debut, but a most untimely injury 
put the best made plans on hold. Sally Bly 
caught up with the Scotsman as he was 
putting the final touches to his plans for the 
coming season…
J Jimmy, you are a well known rider in the Met-

zeler 1000 National Superstock Series and 
also a regular Macau GP competitor, how did 
you become interested in taking part in the 
TT Races? 
 JS: I’ve always had an interest in the TT 

from a young age and loved to sit watching 
it on VHS/DVD. I was always keen to race on 
the Island but wanted to wait until I felt I was 
ready. I expressed my interest in riding a few 
years ago, but for one reason or another, 
things didn’t work out.

J In recent years some of your fellow BSB 
competitors have progressed very quickly 
from newcomers to race winners – Steve 
Plater and Gary Johnson come to mind; do 
you have a long term plan with respect to 
racing on the Isle of Man?
JS: Yes, I certainly do. I hope to race at 

the TT for many years, but 2012 is all about 
learning my way round, enjoying myself at 
the same. In recent years some BSB com-
petitors have done really well, so they will be 
a hard act to follow!
J You made plans to make your TT debut in 

2011; however, you were very unluckily 
injured just before you were due to travel 
over to the Island for the races, what hap-
pened?
JS: Yes, last year was a bit of a night-

mare! I had a crash while testing at Doning-
ton Park in the week before the first practice 
night of the TT. I broke my thumb on my 
right hand so there was no way I could have 
ridden at the TT. It was really frustrating to 
miss out, especially as my injury was so 
close to the event, but it has only made me 
even more fired up for the TT this year.
J You obviously did a lot of serious homework 

to learn the course prior to your injury…
JS: It’s very important to acquire as 

much knowledge as possible before tack-
ling the Mountain Course. There is no doubt 
that Milky Quayle is the man to show you 
round as his track knowledge, love of the 
event and keenness to assist newcomer 
riders are a big help. While at home, play 
station and onboard DVDs help, but the 
only way to really learn is to ride the course, 
so I’ve made the journey across the Irish 
Sea again this winter, where John Barton, as 
well as Milky has been a tremendous help 
giving me fantastic insights into the rigours 
of the course. I also hope to get in a few 
more visits to the Island between BSB meet-
ings and I shall continue lapping the course 
courtesy of my DVDs.
J You enjoyed recent success in the Macau 

Grand Prix finishing seventh, one place 
behind John McGuinness and ahead of a 
number of respected TT stars including 
Bruce Anstey, matching your performance at 
the 2010 event where you also beat some of 

the leading TT racers. Do you feel your expe-
riences at Macau will help you acclimatise to 
the Mountain Course?
JS: My experiences of Macau will help a 

little, but I don’t think anything will compare 
to riding at the TT. I am under no illusion 
that the event is the most demanding in the 
motorcycling world.
J Upon your return from injury in 2011 you put 

in some very strong finishes in the Metzeler 
1000 National Superstock Series in particu-
lar at Brands and Cadwell Park, finishing 8th 
overall in the Championship despite missing 
a number of rounds. You then discovered that 
your injury had not healed, causing you to 
miss the round at Silverstone, then the final 
round at Brands was cancelled – with your 
good results at Oulton Park and Croft prior 
to your injury, do feel you could have made a 
serious challenge for the title?
JS: I did have some good results and 

felt I could have made a serious challenge 
for the championship – I was pleased with 
my podium at Oulton Park as well as sev-
eral other top five places. It wasn’t the best 
year for me, but there were some positives 
and things to build on and hopefully I will 
have a better season in 2012. Missing the 
TT through an injury so close to the event 
and letting the team down by not giving 
them much time to find another rider was a 
big disappointment. 
J Which classes will you enter at the TT and 

what machinery will be at your disposal?
I will compete for Mick Charnock’s TC 

Racing Honda/DP Coldplaning outfit in all 
classes – Senior, Superbike, Supersport 
and Superstock – the team having secured 
high spec 600cc and 1000cc Honda’s for its 
Mountain Course campaign. I’m delighted 
to be working with team boss, Mark, who 
has vast experience having competed in the 
TT and Manx Grand Prix himself before run-
ning his own team in 2005. His team backed 
both Cameron Donald and David Johnson 
as newcomers and so obviously has tre-
mendous insight into the event.
J Your TT debut will be a focal point of your 

2012 season, presumably you’ll have plans 
for short circuit racing as well?
JS: At the moment my only plans are 

to ride in the BSB Superstock 1000 class 
again. Of course there is added interest with 
a round at Assen next September. Assen 
is a great track; it should be good to race 
there as the UK doesn’t have enough tracks 
“up to BSB standard” and three rounds at 
Brands Hatch are possibly too many! I don’t 
know how the logistics of it will work and 
also being back to back with the round at 
Silverstone might be a problem, but time 
will tell! 
 Best of luck Jimmy for 2012 and thanks very 

much for your help with this article. 
Sally Bly

A top newcomer for 2012

Courtesy Sally Bly.

Jimmy Storrar 
The TT Supporters’ Club had a presence at Switzerland’s premier motorcycle show, held every 
other year. Thanks to our French Rep, Jean-Michel Prudon for waving the flag at such a prestig-
ious event. Courtesy Jean-Michel Pudon.
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The inquest into the death of Lusk TT rider, Martin Finnegan finally took place on 

10th January in the Coroner’s Court, Belfast. It had taken from May 2008 for the Finnegan 
family to finally get an answer as to exactly what happened on that fateful day at Tandragee. 
The stress of the court case was a huge weight the entire Finnegan family undertook, also 
financing it themselves. Martin lost his life at Marlacoo Corner on the second lap of the 600 
race on his JMF Yamaha R6. The family employed their own legal and safety teams to get 
to the bottom of what they felt were attempts to blame Martin for his own accident, in reality 
they financed their own enquiry into what actually occurred.

“We had to employ our own safety consultants and legal team, which cost a lot of 
money; it was very stressful” said Martin’s wife,  Brenda. Over the years, there’s been much 
speculation as to what happened and contributed, including Martin’s riding style and opin-
ions of “pad push”. Expert witness and great rival, Ryan Farquhar and TT legend, Phillip 
McCallen gave evidence at the inquest. Ryan’s eye witness report of following Martin on that 
fateful lap was crucial. He stated “’Martin was on his normal racing line, and I saw nothing 
wrong with his approach, but then I saw a lot of smoke coming from the bike and I thought 
the engine had blown. He seemed to be doing everything in his power to stop the bike.” As 
far as “pad push”, Philip McCallen said “he’d had 22 recorded accidents and none were 
attributed to brake knock back or so called “pad push”. Ryan added “I have raced in over 
500 races and never had the problem.” Senior Coroner, John Leckey said “brake failure 
was the reason; I am able to conclude that, on the balance of probabilities, the loose banjo 
bolt was the cause of failure of the front brake.” Martin’s brother Sean said “Martin has been 
exonerated by the judge and we are delighted that the result we were looking for came out 
in the end; the truth of what happened is important”. “We now have the strength to carry on, 
now that Martin’s name is cleared,” said Brenda.

Martin was our friend here in the TTSC and an Irish Road race hero to us all with 
over 40 national Irish road race wins and international podiums. We will all miss and remem-
ber him fondly as a great rider, friend and road race hero. However his wonderful parents 
and immediate family, wife and daughter will miss him most, but I’d like to think that, as long 
as that Rock out in the Irish sea gets raced on every year in June, his memory will live long 
with motorcycle racing and TT fans from all over the world. We’ll never see your like again, 
Martin. Rest in Peace, Bud.

Irish TT Legends Night in Skerries
Fellow TTSC members and TT regulars Jack Corry, Paul “Woody” Woodlock and 

Brian Twomey have organised a special fund raising night to support Southern Irish TT 
Newcomers/Privateers at this year’s TT. The Irish TT Legends’ night is a special event 
planned for May 11th, taking place in the Skerries Sailing Club at 8pm. Tickets are 10 Euros 
each. All monies raised will go to support the following riders: Alan Bonner, Alan Connor, 
Brian McCormack and the sidecar crew of Mick Donovan and Aaron Galligan. 

The format for the night will include two chat shows. The first with TT legends Con 
Law, Phillip Mc Callen and Eddie Laycock joined on stage by special guests. The modern 
TT riders will have their own chat show later. Also attending will be current TT Riders’ Assoc 
President, Mick Chatterton and sidecar TT legend, Kenny Arthur. There will also be an auc-
tion of modern and period photos of the TT riders plus a raffle with one of the top prizes 

consisting of the winner’s name on the side of one of the TT 2012 bikes, the winner also 
receiving a framed photo of the rider after the TT. 

A special thank you to Terry McCoy of the Red Bank House Skerries for his sponsor-
ship/special offer of the Red Bank Gourmet dinner, bed and breakfast for 55Euros pps. This 
will be a night not to be missed. Contact irishttlegends@gmail.com or find us on Facebook.

Irish Road Race Dates 

TT Newcomer
Having battled through broken scaphoids and a host of other injuries, Stamullen 

rider Alan Bonner is looking forward to his first TT. The original plan for 2011 was to do the 
Manx and in 2012 do the TT. With the Manx knocked on the head for last year, and the cost 
factor taken into account, the TT was placed at the top of the agenda for this season.

Previously, Alan was crowned the Irish Senior Support Champion. Speaking to top 
Southern correspondent Jack Corry recently, Alan said “I have my Superstock bike and I 
can get three races at the TT; there will be no pressure on me, where as the Manx would 
mean that I would have to get a 600 and possibly two spare engines. The entry fees are 
too high for the Manx, and I really love riding the big bike, so the TT is the decision”. Alan 
went to the Island last December and says, “I’ve already covered 19 laps with both Milky 
Quayle and Johnny Barton; I love the course and I will be back soon for another session.” 
Alan will ride in the Superbike, Superstock and Senior over the fortnight, and is up for the 
challenge. “I am training very hard 
on my push bike, as the TT is pure 
endurance. The organisers are 
excellent with their preparation for 
newcomers; it will be a real chal-
lenge for me”.

Sadly, Cork Rider Ciaran 
O’Callaghan was ready to step 
up to the TT this year aboard 
his 2006 SV650 and a 2009 
GSXR600. Unfortunately, on this 
occasion he’s had his entries 
turned down; this knock-back will 
surely encourage him to make the 
cut next time of asking as he con-
tinues to race on the ‘Irish roads’

Myles Lally  TTSC Rep, 
Republic of Ireland

28th April : Cookstown
5th May : Tandragee 100
16th June : Mid Antrim 150
23rd June : Bush Road
7th July : Skerries 100.
15th July : Walderstown

22nd July : Munster
28th July : Armoy
5th Aug : Athea
9th Aug : Dundrod 150.
26th Aug : East Cork
9th Sept : Killalane
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J Several competitors failed to turn up for TT 
2011 – notably some of those from the USA 
[Montano, Gittere, Vanderhaar, Jensen] – why 
was this and will their non-appearance affect 
any possibly acceptance of entry to the TT in 
the future?

Riders have always not managed to get 
to the start line at the TT and 2011 was no 
different. As usual the reasons ranged from 
injury, to lack of machinery to lack of budget. 
None of this should go against a rider when 
entering in the future in my view. 

Budget is of course more of an issue 
right now because of the global economic 
downturn, and it is a real struggle for all the 
teams and riders to get their budgets together 
to make it to the grid. We are working with 
the teams and riders to try and assist them 
to leverage the TT’s ever increasing appeal 
and reach to attract external sponsors, but it 
is not easy. 

J It is understandable that the faster competitors 
are put out first during practice, but surely this 
might give the slower ones who are desperate 
to make qualifying laps and times less time on 
the circuit. Would it not be more prudent, on 
occasions, to allow ‘back markers’ to take up 
the option of more track time?

I’m not sure many riders in the TT are 

‘desperate’ to qualify. In 2011 all the solo 
riders qualified easily and only one or two in 
the sidecar class failed to qualify. The seeded 
practice system is purely a safety measure to 
try and limit as much as possible the speed 
differential out on the track between the fast-
est and slowest riders. Ultimately any change 
would be for ACU Events as race organisers 
to make, but there are no plans to change this 
system that I am aware of.

J Competitors will be seeded with respect to 
their allocated riding numbers, with No 21 
[solos] and No 11 [sidecars] and above setting 
off according to their qualifying times. This will 
not be the case for those bearing numbers 1 
to 20 [solos] and 1 to 10 [sidecars]. Could you 
explain the rationale behind this?

The rationale is to provide a more scien-
tific way of granting starting positions on the 
grid. Up to now it has been OK, but nowhere 
near precise. With the influx of new riders in 
recent years, who have often overachieved in 
not only their first but also their second years 
on the Mountain Circuit, you have found that 
there have been a huge number of changes 
to the starting order come race day. A lot of 
riders had started to voice their concerns 
about the old system as well, so we were 
obliged to look at it.

Paul Phillips
TT & Motorsport Manager, replies to our questions…

The reason for keeping the top 20 seeded 
riders fixed, is to ensure the ‘story’ of the race 
win is as easy to explain as possible for the 
host TV broadcaster selling our rights around 
the world, likewise for the trackside audience 
and finally, the number of changes to starting 
orders in the first 20 have been very limited, 
so fixing them from the off won’t have that 
much of an impact.

J Presumably, starting order lists will be avail-
able on race day – will there be a fee to pay for 
these and will this system have the possible 
affect of reducing Race Guide sales?

The riding numbers will never change. 
The riding number list in the race guide will 
remain the same for the entire event so you 
need a race guide, just as much as you did 
before. The order in which the riders start will 
be published on line at the end of qualifying. 
We won’t be charging for this information. We 
will look to get it to the campsites, etc also, to 
ensure everyone who does want it can get it 
easily enough.

J The Race Programme has changed in recent 
years in that there are no boxes for ‘ticking off’ 
competitors as they pass. As many spectators 
like to follow the progress of all competitors, 
has any thought been given to reinstating the 
original programme format, particularly if a 
race card is to be issued prior to each day’s 
racing?

The honest answer is no. We haven’t had 
any feedback on this topic as far as I know, 
and in fact we haven’t had any negative feed-
back on the programme and race guide at all 
in recent years. 

J The course created a positive impression on 
Josh Brookes last year – have attempts been 
made to lure him to compete at TT 2012?

Josh would race here tomorrow. I am 
confident of that. We had him across during 
the MGP and he was desperate to race. Ulti-
mately, for now, Suzuki want him to concen-
trate on winning the BSB Championship. He 

is employed by them to do that job, and they 
don’t want anything to get in the way of that, 
but he will race here, I am sure of that. It is just 
a case of when, not if.

J Jimmy Storrar is a high profile newcomer for 
this year’s event – are there any other poten-
tial first timers – sidecars as well as solos – 
likely to make debuts?

Our stance on newcomers is that we are 
focussed on creating new stars rather than 
bringing established star riders in as new-
comers. You look at a lot of the guys we have 
brought in since we started this focussed rider 
recruitment programme, like Gary Johnson, 
Conor Cummins, Cameron Donald, Keith 
Amor, James Hiller etc... they were all largely 
unknown before they came to the TT. Steve 
Plater is the exception to that rule.

So for 2012, it will be more of the same. 
We have guys like John Ingram, Lee John-
ston, Michael Niblett, Graham English, Alan 
Bonner and Jamie Hamilton amongst others 
coming across. We are confident that, with 
the help and support from our Rider Liaison 
Officers, John Barton and Richard Quayle, 
added to their own potential and proven skill 
as racers, that they can go on and emulate 
the guys I’ve already listed and the great 
many more who have come in over the past 
few years.

The story in the sidecars is also a positive 
one. It looks like there will be a decent influx 
of newcomer sidecar crews, and there have 
been two newcomer training weekends for 
sidecars on the Island this winter. The most 
well known of the sidecar newcomers will be 
Scott Lawrie, who with his passenger James 
Neave, finished third in the British F1 Sidecar 
Championship last year.

J What link exists between the MGP & TT now 
that your department is involved in both?...
for example, could newcomers, who are not 
quite ready for the TT be approached to ride 
in the MGP? This might apply, in particular, 
to overseas newcomers who have little prior 

Guy Martin and Keith Amor in close company. Photo courtesy Glynne Lewis.
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knowledge of the vagries of the course prior 
to practice. In the long term the international 
feeling to the TT might be strengthened with 
his approach.

Newcomers for the TT are pretty much 
‘hand picked’ so all other enquiries to race 
on the Mountain Course from potential com-
petitors are already steered toward the MGP 
route. How many take up that option I don’t 
know in all honesty. The international entry at 
the TT is already quite high with over 20 coun-
tries represented at TT 2011 and we expect 
that number to be similar if not higher in 2012.

From a sporting perspective, the links 
between the MGP and the TT are limited. 
The Department’s role in the MGP Festival 
is to promote it and generate the maximum 
economic return from its financial investment, 
as well as taking responsibility for the course 
and other event infrastructure. It isn’t involved 
in setting the rules, recruiting the riders or the 
actual organisation of the races themselves. 

J The new grandstands at Creg, Crosby Jump, 
etc are an initiative for this year – are there 
any other plans afoot for further viewing facili-
ties in the future?...perhaps even on-course 
screens showing live action?

I think we are keen to improve the specta-
tor experience on an ongoing basis, but given 
the financial pressures we are under, any new 
initiatives will have to make good commercial 
sense otherwise they will not happen.

Big screen coverage of the racing is cer-
tainly one possibility, but for that to happen, 
we need live TV coverage of the event itself to 
be in place, and there are some financial and 
some technical issues to overcome before 
that can happen unfortunately, but it remains 
an ambition of the Department.

J Year on year, the TT’s profile appears to be 
increasing…what new sponsorship deals and 
trade links have been established for TT 202?

Importantly, all our existing sponsors are 
back on board either in existing contracts or 
by renewing new long term contracts with 
us. We are really bucking the trend so far 
as sponsorship goes, and we are probably 
somewhere close to the maximum number of 
sponsors that we can accommodate on the 
event now. That said, there are one or two 
negotiations still going on ahead of the 2012 
event.

We are also continuing to push forward 
with licensing initiatives for the TT brand, and 
you can expect to see a smart phone app, 
computer game, motorcycle accessories 
range and many more TT licensed products 
in the years to come.

All income derived from these kinds of 
contracts provides the funds we need to 
invest in the growth of the TT in the years to 
come.

J Last year, there appeared to be concern about 
the lack of consultation between competitors 

and the organisers when there were issues re 
inclement weather and wet roads – has this 
situation been addressed for this year’s meet-
ing?

I’m not sure lack of consultation is a fair 
appraisal of what happened but there cer-
tainly were some communication issues. 
These have been remedied in time for 2012, 
with much more comms going into the start 
line area, perhaps most notably with our two 
Rider Liaison Officers, who will be the eyes 
and ears on the ground for the Clerk of the 
Course when the weather is less than perfect.

J Any competitor finishing in the top ten of any 
solo race at TT 2011 is ineligible for entry into 
the Privateers’ Cup this year; many race fans 
believe this too stringent…are you able to 
explain this criteria for eligibility?

I wasn’t aware that many fans believe this 
is too stringent because we have had no cor-
respondence on the matter. I don’t recall any 
feedback from the riders either if I am honest. 
We look at all the rules and regulations on an 
annual basis and make decisions based on 
all the information we have at the time. We 

can look at this particular rule again, but like I 
say, we haven’t had any views on it up till now.

 Many thanks to Paul for answering our ques-
tions, and good luck to him as he continues to 
develop the TT Races.

Saturday 26th May
1820hrs - 1845hrs Solo Newcomers’ speed con-
trolled lap
1835hrs - 1935hrs Lightweight TT / Newcomers 
(all solo classes)
1940hrs - 2005hrs Sidecar Newcomers’ speed 
controlled lap
2000hrs - 2050hrs Sidecar 
Monday 28th May
1820hrs - 1955hrs Superbike/Superstock/Super-
sport/Newcomers (except Lightweight) 
2000hrs - 2050hrs Sidecar 
Tuesday 29th May 
1820hrs - 1905hrs Superbike/Superstock/Super-
sport/Newcomers (except Lightweight) 
1910hrs - 1955hrs Supersport/Lightweight/New-
comers (all Solo classes) 
2000hrs - 2050hrs Sidecar 
Wednesday 30th May
1820hrs - 1955hrs Superbike/Superstock/Super-
sport/Newcomers (except Lightweight) 

2000hrs - 2050hrs Sidecar 
Thursday 31st May
1820hrs - 1905hrs Superbike/Superstock/Super-
sport/Newcomers (except Lightweight) 
1910hrs - 1955hrs Supersport/Lightweight/New-
comers (all solo classes) 
 2000hrs - 2050hrs Sidecar 
Friday 1st June
1820hrs - 1955hrs Superbike/Superstock/Super-
sport/Newcomers (except Lightweight) 
2000hrs - 2050hrs Sidecar 
Saturday 2nd June
1640hrs - 1740hrs Supersport/Lightweight 
1745hrs - 1830hrs TT Zero Challenge 
Monday 4th June
1230hrs - 1300hrs Sidecar 
1600hrs - 1630hrs TT Zero Challenge 
Wednesday 6th June
1645hrs - 1715hrs Senior TT 
1720hrs - 1750hrs Lightweight

Practice / Qualiying Periods - 2012

Short circuit action at Governor’s. Photo courtesy Stuart Watson. Gary Bryan & Jamie Wynne at the Creg.
Photo courtesy Glynne Lewis. 
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In recent years many traditional short 
circuit racers regularly competing in the MCE 
British Superbike Championship have made 
quick, successful transitions to become high 
profile racers taking high placings and wins 
at the IoM TT races. Now, we focus on how 
our TT idols fared in the 2011 MCE British 
Superbike Championship series along with its 
support classes. Many will recall the sight of 
a number of riders including Dan Kneen, still 
in his leathers, boarding a plane directly after 
racing at the Thruxton BSB round to fly to the 
Island to compete in Monday evening’s first 
practice session in 2011. Also aboard was 
Michael Rutter injured at Thruxton earlier in 
the day, requiring a medical check up before 
going out to practice the same evening on the 
Mountain Course.

Seventeen time TT winner, John 
McGuinness followed up his big bike double 
TT win with appearances for the Honda 
TT Legends team in the FIM World Endur-
ance Championship and also, in the colours 
of Padgetts, finished 13th in the Metzeler 

National Superstock 1000 Championship 
with points scoring races at Brands Indy, 
both rounds at Oulton Park, Croft, Brands GP 
in August and  Donington Park. An agreed 
ambassadorial role for the TT organisers at 
Goodwood and the MGP meant John missed 
the Snetterton and Cadwell rounds; his 
season culminated with 6th at Macau.

Michael Rutter, who scored top ten 
finishes at the TT in addition to winning the TT 
Zero race with that, oh so close, 99.604mph 
lap and an impressive 149.5mph through 
the speed trap, finished in 8th position on 
his Riders Batham’s Ducati in the MCE Brit-
ish Superbike Championship. This position 
could have been much higher had he not 
been injured, through no fault of his own, in a 
crash at Cadwell Park`s Hall Bends. Despite 
sustaining a very painful rib injury, he bravely 
tried to ride the next day but had to pull in 
after 2 laps, also missing the Donington Park 
round. Michael was so unlucky to miss out 
on a deserved shoot-out position and a top 
6 placing. A happier end to the season saw a 
fully fit Michael win the Macau GP for a record 
7th time, a record previously held by another 
TT hero Ron Haslam. 

Gary Johnson was a very popu-
lar first time TT winner taking victory in the 
second Supersport race; who could forget 
his cool thumbs up to the helicopter en route 
to victory? Gary set out to compete in the 
Fuchs Silkolene British Supersport Champi-
onship with an ex-Sam Lowes machine for 
East Coast Racing, achieving good results 
particularly two pre-TT 6th places at Croft. 
His best result, 5th, came at his local circuit, 
Cadwell Park, but by this time he was running 
the team himself as East Coast Racing could 
no longer offer support; he finished in 13th in 
this championship. For the latter part of the 
season Gary joined the GBMoto team to ride 
in the Metzeler National Superstock 1000 
Championship and finished 5th at Macau on 
a Relentless by TAS machine. For 2012 Gary 
has deservedly found good backing, riding 
for the Louth based Honda Racing team 
again in the Metzeler National Superstock 
1000 Championship. 

Ian Hutchinson made a welcome 
return to action one year on after his horrific 
accident at Silverstone when he tested an 

adapted machine at Cadwell Park. Ian made 
a great racing comeback at Macau, leading 
off the line, eventually gaining a fine third 
place. Sadly, he has now another broken 
leg, but, hopefully, he will race in MCE British 
Superbike Championship for the SMR Swan 
Yamaha Racing Team as teammate to 2011 
Champion, Tommy Hill; hopefully, Ian will be 
fit for a TT return.

Connor Cummins followed up his 
TT finishes with 25th place in the Metzeler 
National Superstock 1000 Championship, 
his best result coming at Oulton Park in July. 
Connor may be a little disappointed with his 
season but he has fought long and hard to 
come back to full fitness from his huge inju-
ries sustained at the Verandah in 2010. He 
was unlucky to be caught up in Jason O’ Hal-
loran’s serious accident at Knockhill and he 
also suffered from arm pump during races 
at the latter rounds of the season; he will be 
hoping for more luck and an injury free run 
in 2012.

Ian Lougher, mainly known as a race 
team manager in the BSB paddock in 2011 
for Connor Cummins Black Horse Kawasaki 
team, also had a ride himself for the Replicast 
125GP team in the British GP,  which he obvi-
ously enjoyed as he plans to do a full season 
with the team in 2012.

James Hillier, who had a successful 
TT with no less than 5 top 12 race finishes 
took part in the mirror.co.uk BSB-EVO Cham-
pionship on his Bournemouth Kawasaki, 
being placed 7th overall with no less than 17 
points scoring finishes mainly in 4th to 6th 
positions. James completed the year with 
11th at Macau. For 2012 he will ride for the 
Pr1mo Bournemouth Kawasaki Racing team 
in the MCE British Superbike Championship, 
and with the 2012 series rule changes and his 
EVO experience should fare well; he will also 
return to the TT.

Simon Andrews made a sensational 
TT debut with two 11th places in the Super-
stock and Senior races on his Ice Valley BMW 
Motorrad machinery, also achieving the fast-
est ever lap by a newcomer –  an incredible 
speed of 125.174mph on the last lap of the 
Senior. Simon suffered a horrific accident 
together with Steve Brogan on his ZX10R 
Kawasaki EVO machine at the end of the start/

finish straight  at Snetterton`s BSB event, 
ending his season. Simon’s right leg was very 
badly broken; however after four operations 
and much hard work to regain his fitness 
Simon will race at the TT in 2012 as John 
MGuinness’s teammate. Simon showed his 
short circuit class too, with a win in the Super-
bike EVO class at Knockhill and 2nd placings 
also at Knockhill and Snetterton, backed up 
by four third places. Despite his accident, he 
still finished 8th in the mirror.co.uk BSB-EVO 
Championship.

Popular young Manxman Dan Kneen 
moved up to the main MCE BSB Champion-
ship in 2011, also scoring points in the mirror.
co.uk BSB-EVO class. Dan’s best rounds 
were at Oulton Park in July where he scored 
22 points and at Silverstone, scoring 18; 
unfortunately, he suffered a crash at Knockhill 
and missed the Cadwell round due to lack of 
funds. We hope to see this promising young 
star back for a full successful season in 2012.

Steve Mercer followed up his TT race 
finishes with a couple of appearances at his 
local circuit, Brands Hatch, points scoring 
in the Metzeler National  Superstock 1000 
Championship at Easter and also a promising 
ride in the last round of the MCE BSB Cham-
pionship for Jentin Racing. Steve also rode for 
the Jentin team at Macau, finishing 10th. In 
2012 we will see the welcome return of the 
Millsport Team to racing for which Steve will 
ride Ducati machinery.

American TT regular Mark Miller, 2nd 
in the TT Zero race and 23rd in the Senior, 
gaining a Bronze replica, took in the two MCE 
British Superbike rounds following the TT for 
the Splitlath Aprilia team, scoring 7 points. 
A weekend at a very wet Knockhill and laps 
of under one minute must have been quite a 
shock for Mark after his TT adventures; his 
next appearance at Snetterton saw him battle 
race-long with another TT rider, Dan Kneen.

Hudson Kennaugh scored points 
in the main MCE BSB Championship with a 
best finish at Croft; he also finished 17th in the 
mirror.co.uk BSB-EVO class with 37 points. 
Hudson had a mixed time with the Splitlath 
Aprilia team, moving to PR Racing Kawasaki 
towards the end of season; he also missed 
rounds at Knockhill and Silverstone, so he 
will be hoping for a settled, successful 2012 

TT Riders in the 2011 British 
Superbike Series

James Hillier at Ballaugh Bridge, 2011.
Courtesy Glynne Lewis.
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We are all aware that the Joey Dunlop Lodge – Braddan Bridge House – is now open and 
receiving guests who suffer from some sort of disability, but fund raising continues… on-going 
maintenance is required and, to meet increasing demand, plans for expansion are afoot with 
building commencing as early as next winter. Recent investments have lead to the installation 
of a Call Alarm system, doors have been made accessible by card rather than keys, gardens 
have been landscaped and sensor lights from the top flat have been removed and replaced by 
manual switches.

The ‘McGuinness’ CBR1000RR takes the stage as the 2012 TOMBOLA prize
An intricate paint-scheme replicates the look of a pint, complete with dew-drops of conden-

sation on the fairings and a creamy white head. The bike is unique as Clive Padgett, who has 
supplied it has arranged for John McGuinness’s name to be the first owner on the log book.

Kevin Quirk, Chairman of the JD Foundation says, “both John and Clive raced against 
Joey and  hold his achievements in the highest regard. The team at Padgetts has been long 
term supporters of Joey’s charity and Clive always manages to provide a unique prize. We wish 
John and Clive all the best for 2012 and thank them for their support”.

Despite a higher valued price we have maintained the ticket price at £1.00
Tickets will be available at the following events:-
Thundersprint : TT : MGP : NW200 : All three Scarborough events
Ulster Grand Prix : Stars of Darley.

Alternatively, phone JDF House 01624677741 (Mon to Fri 09.00 to 13.00), where card pay-
ments can be taken with minimum purchase £5.00. Representatives will also be attending vari-
ous summer events on the island.

Braddan Bridge House, Braddan, IoM, IM4 4TN. Chairman – Kevin Quirk. E-mail: kevin-
quirk@hotmail.com. Website: www.joeydunlopfoundation.com.

News from the Joey Dunlop Foundation

season.
Dan Cooper, after his second 

year at the TT riding for Honda Centurion 
Racing scoring four race finishes, ended up 
in 9th position with 131 points in the Fuchs 
Silkolene British Supersport Championship 
on his Smiths of Gloucester Triumph. Dan 
had scored in every round up to a crash at 
the August Brands Hatch meeting; Dan, who 
returned to Brands for the final round, is 
another rider hoping for an injury free 2012 
season – he will surely be a title challenger.

Dan Stewart scored points in two 
rounds of the very competitive Metzeler 
National Superstock 1000 Championship on 
his Wilcock Consulting 1000cc Honda giving 
him 24th place in the championship. After a 
mixed season, he would have been encour-
aged by a 7th place in a Fuchs Silkolene 
British Supersport Cup ride at Silverstone in 
September. 

Steve Heneghan who achieved 28th 
in the Senior TT, gaining a Bronze and 28th in 
the Superbike race on his Quattro Plant Mot-
orsport BMW, finished in 21st in the mirror.
co.uk BSB-EVO Cup with a good 17 point 
haul in the final round at Brands Hatch.

In the Metzeler National  Super-
stock 600 Championship TT newcomer in 
2011, Dan Hegarty who achieved 24th place 
in Supersport Race 2 on his Team Green/
Crosslane Garage Kawasaki and 32nd in the 
Dainese Superbike race on a 998cc Suzuki 
for Mark Cubbon`s The Peoples Bike.com 
team, showed his future potential at Cadwell 
Park, one of the few rounds he was able to 
contest, by finishing 5th ; this indicated what 
could be possible if he could take in every 

round in future. Dan also scored 1 point each 
at the Brands Indy and Donington rounds of 
the hotly contested series for young talent.

Jenny Tinmouth, the TT’s fastest lady, 
will return to the event this year. After a disap-
pointing start to the season and a number of 
mechanical issues, Jenny, who became the 
first lady to appear in the British Superbike 
Championship series, left the Splitlath Aprilia 
team which unfortunately led to her missing 
the TT. She did, however, collect the Susan 
Jenness Trophy whilst over as a spectator 
for her 119.945mph lap at the 2010 event. 
Jenny regrouped very well and returned to 
the Fuchs Silkolene British Supersport series 
on her Honda machine  –  with her confidence 
rebuilt and increasing with every round, fin-
ished the second half of the season strongly 
as a regular points scorer, with  best finishes 
at Donington and a good race battle at Sil-
verstone where she finished just 0.074 secs 
behind Gary Johnson.

2012 TT newcomer, Jimmy Storrar, 
who is featured elsewhere in the magazine, 
finished 8th in the Metzeler National Super-
stock 1000 Championship scoring good 
results at Oulton Park and Croft. An injury 
in May, however, prevented him competing 
in several rounds and the TT. Jimmy came 
back with strong rides at the Brands Hatch 
GP, Cadwell and Donington rounds before 
the injury curse struck again causing him to 
miss Silverstone. Thankfully, Jimmy secured 
a good race finish of 7th at Macau on his 
iseemacau.com BMW by DMR.

We wish all our heroes great success 
at the TT and on the short circuits in 2012.

Sally Bly

Douglas:  ALBERT HOTEL    673632
  B&Q SPRING VALLEY    619292
  M B SEED     670073
Peel:  MANNIN COLLECTIONS LTD   843897
  MARINE HOTEL    842237
Laxey:  FOTTOFINDERS    862238
  MANX LEATHERS    862632
Port St. Mary: REDPOINT PR    830860
Baldrine:  SIMON BELL PLUMBING & HEATING  619888
Sulby:  THE SULBY GLEN HOTEL   897240
Atherton, Warks: ATHERTON ACCIDENT REPAIR CENTRE  07785 905 599
Birmingham: FRED HANKS M/CYCLES LTD   0121 373 1035
Bury:  AA TRANSPORT    07909 690 600
Chester:  EDDIE WICKS FLOORING TOOLS   01244 630 192
Pity Me, Durham: MERLIN SIDECARS / COACHWORK   01913 866777
Glasgow:  TRI CUSTOM LTD    0141 445 4195
IOM Area Code: 01624
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If you would like your business to become a Trade Member of the TT Supporters’ Club and assist those who 
wish to pit their skills against the Isle of Man Mountain Course then contact our Membership Registrar, Pete 
Oulton. (See Page 3 for details) Your support will be greatly appreciated.

Michael Rutter demonstrates a perfect line at the Creg. 
Courtesy Mike Hammonds.
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I have so many memories of the IoM 
TT as a child and teenager growing-up in 
a Sidecar Team, and then as a competitor.  
The results are special, but remembering 
all the paddock tales brings back a chap-
ter of my life that I can only describe as 
comparable to seeing a great performance 
in the West End. The plot, the characters, 
the stories, the outcomes, the tragedy and 
triumph all add to an unforgettable experi-
ence that is a must for any would be TT fan.  
For me the TT in the ‘80s and ‘90s was an 
annual pilgrimage, Dad always camping in 
the paddock, ‘Des’s Diner’ at the centre!! 

My Dad (in case you hadn’t guessed) 
is sidecar veteran Des Founds who started 
his racing career in 1971 and TT career 
in 1981.  Marrying a “Manxy” (me mum, 
Linda), a trip to the Island was our annual 
family holiday.  My Dad started his road 
racing career at the Southern 100 in 1977, 
racing against the likes of Lowry Burton, 
Mike Burcombe, Eric Bregazzi, Artie and 

Edda Oates, Jim Norbury to name but a 
few.  My Dad became firmly hooked on 
road racing and long time friend, Jim Nor-
bury encouraged him to race over in Ire-
land a few more times on the roads before 
having a go at the TT.  After winning the 
S100 consolation race in 1980, it was onto 
the next challenge, the ’81 TT.  This was 
the start of a long relationship of ups and 
downs, triumph and tragedy over the next 
30 or so years and I suppose a huge influ-
ence in my own growing up and racing 
ventures.

My Dad’s first TT bike was a Rumble 
Kawasaki GS1000 - rear exit! – entered at 
No 81; I recall many nights spent in Orm-
skirk helping - well in my mind it was help-
ing! - building the chassis.  With long term 
passenger Jimmy Craig in the chair, and 
sponsorship from Tom Loughridge and 
Fabricum, 1981 became the first of over 
30 TT starts, a dozen passenger changes 
and numerous bikes and engines.  My Dad 
always had a knack of “kissing valves” 
– even on the two strokes! - and after a 
promising practice session both races 
ended in DNFs, due to blown motors, 
which adorned the garage tent!  This first 
year however, was also the start of an 
illustrious relationship with a certain Italian 
sidecar racer, Mr Franco Martinel.  I can 
remember that we needed some fibreglass 
and Dad sent us round to all the “big” 
teams – the ones with vans and awnings 
in those days! - looking for resin and hard-
ener.  The only team that had some was a 
foreign team which had parked on what is 
now the large hard standing paddock, but 
in those days was a car-park.  Not speak-
ing any English, a tall Italian gestured us 
over and gave us a big bag with everything 
in it.  My Dad returned it later that day with 
a few team stickers, and several glasses 
of red wine later, a lifelong friendship was 
born.  Years later Franco told us of his first 
TT in 1980, when after breaking down in 
Race 1, he packed up and headed back to 

Italy, only to read that there was a second 
race when he was sent the results book 
some weeks later!!

The early years were great for me as 
a kid at the TT; we could ride our pad-
dock bikes around and Dad would often 
take us down to the old mine at Foxdale 
between practices.  Both Dad and Jimmy, 
had Hondas, one an XR250 and the other 
a TL125 that they took over to learn the 
course.  If the paddock was busy with 
engine rebuilds and chassis repairs, 
Mum would take all five of the kids away 
to Silverdale Glen or to Port Erin beach.  I 
suppose as we grew-up, I became more 
involved in helping-out and wanted to be at 
paddock all the time, and gained the nick-
name of “Gopher”.  

The build-up to the TT was always 
enjoyable with lots of people round at 
Dad’s, preparing the bike and then trying 
to fit everything into the van, including 
work benches, gas bottles, tool chests - 
stow aways! - and the kitchen sink.  Dad 
always roped off the top half of the “old” 
paddock, and with his 10 man “bungalow” 
tent, garage tents, and mechanics tents, 
we needed the space.  Over the years the 

camp size increased and became truly 
international, with Franco (Italy), Jack 
Muldoon and Gordon Shand (Scotland), 
Albert Hanna (Ireland), Steve Judkins and 
Bruce Moore (England) all becoming part 
of Des’s camp folklore.  

One year we even had some Danes 
– Askar Neilsen and Benny Lustren.  My 
Dad’s house on Marshlands Road in Little 
Neston became a sort of transit camp for 
international riders coming across to the 
TT.  Before the ‘84 TT, a large matt black 
coach with 3 sidecars in the back turned-
up and had literally been given my Dad’s 
name!!  They were looking for the nearby 
Valvoline Depot in Birkenhead, near Liv-
erpool, to collect their oil sponsorship!!  
Seeing the bus, Dad asked if they had a 
big sponsor, they promptly replied “oh no 
not really, de bus was painted black and we 
turned it into a mobile brothel, touring the 
hillside farms in Denmark to make enough 
money to come and race at the TT!!” They 
were quick riders and the three 700 Yama-
has they had were immaculate.  Perhaps 
that where we went wrong!!  Years later, 
during my own Grand Prix career we met 
with them again whilst racing at Oschersle-

Tales from the
Original Sidecar Paddock
Chapter One

Chris Founds in his first TT. Courtesy Bill Snelling ttmuseum.com.

Chris Founds in his first TT. Courtesy Bill Snelling ttmuseum.com.
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Congratulations to the winners of the Annual National Raffle:

1st £350 Emily Faulkner, LIincs
2nd £250   J Biggins, Glasqow
3rd £150   J P Sedgewick, Middlesex
4th £50    R Baker, East Sussex

Despite “recession conditions” a substantial sum has been placed in the kitty to assist the 
competitors at this year’s TT Races…well done and thanks to all Club Members who sold 
tickets. Also ‘a big thank you’ to those of you who sent in donations.

As ever, a big “thank you” to John Newton, ably guided by his wife, Pat, for co-ordinating the 
whole exercise.                                        

NATIONAL RAFFLE

ben in Germany – what a reunion!!
At the heart of our camp was Des’s 

Diner, which started out as a large frame 
tent.  Later years saw the tent become a 
trailer tent and then a caravan; my Dad 
being the first ever TT competitor to be 
granted permission from the IOM Govt to 
bring a caravan onto the island!! During 
the mid ‘80s, Dad would cook for between 
20 and 40 people over two or three sittings 
– this included a full heart-attack break-
fast.  I remember we used to set-up trestle 
tables and everyone would bring their own 
camp chairs!  We would regularly have top 
names eating with us including solo teams; 
Brian Reid, Robert Dunlop, Davy Woods 
and even John Shand (responsible for 
bringing the NZ Britten to the Island) have 
taken the heart attack breakfast at Des’s 
Diner.  The evening meal would then be 
prepared by Jack, Albert or Franco taking it 
in turns to cook pasta, meatballs or haggis 
and wheaten, washed down with Franco’s 
legendary home made red wine!!

My fondest memories are perhaps of 
the people; I can recall so many characters 
through this era, from Harry Durnberger 
(Camshaft); to Austrian George, Willhelm 
Wagner (Trester); Jan von Reiss (with an 
immaculate road going sidecar) and then 
my Dad’s own mechanics Big Phil, Beef 
and Bunter.

One early morning misty practice ses-

sion in 1984, Dad had broken down at 
Bishops Court.  We were just loading the 
van when a “…putt…putt…putt…” sound 
came from the Ballaugh direction.  A bat-
tered old bike appeared and then stopped 
to see what we were doing.  It was a Honda 
C50 with Swedish plates!!  The rider was 
covered in oil and soot, had an inner tube 
riveted to the back of his pudding basin 
helmet to stop road grit and the bike was 
piled high with tents and camping gear!! 
The rider was Harry Durnberger, a real 
eccentric character who we affectionately 
nicknamed “camshaft”, because hanging 
from the rear sets he had a large camshaft 
style generator to power his lights!! He vis-
ited us a few years later up the paddock 
when we noticed he had gone for a touring 
model – a Honda C90!!

Wilhelm Wagner was a paddock regu-
lar, nicknamed Trester because he always 
carried a bottle of schnapps and dispenser 
in the luggage compartment of his road 
going BMW outfit.  What made this even 
more unique, he would offer you a drink 
using a glass fuel filter bowl from a German 
Panzer Tank!!  Trester was a chief scruti-
neer back in Germany who always parked 
and waved to everyone on the outside of 
Windy Corner without fail during every 
practice and race during the 80s and 90s – 
watch those on-bike videos again and you 
will see him! We got to know Trester very 

well and he always came to say ‘hello’ at 
the paddock after each practice and race.  
One year when we thought Dad was on 
for the first unofficial +100mph lap for a 
1000cc four stroke outfit in practice, Dad 
decided to stop and say ‘hello’ to Trester 
at Windy Corner.  When the marshal came 
running-up to see what the matter was, 
Dad politely replied he was just having a 
“re-fuelling” stop!!  Needless to say the 
team weren’t best pleased when he still 
recorded a 98.9mph lap! 

Dad would always have an open door 
approach for anyone who came across 
to the Island to support him, and usually 
a huge army of friends would descend off 
the ferry, with Liverpool being so close.  It 
was not uncommon for literally dozens of 
tents to be pitched near Des’s camp.  One 
year after returning back from the Walpole, 
or Cunard, Big Phil noticed an old scruffy 
sleeping bag tucked under the hedge at 
the back of the trailer tent.  He prodded-
it and it moved, so he dragged the sleep-
ing bag (with occupant still inside) round 
inside the tent and said “sleep here tonight 
mate”.  Not realising that inside was a 
Swiss guy who spoke not a word of Eng-
lish, Austrian George was terrified and 
thought he was going to get a good past-
ing!!  After realising we were offering him 
somewhere to sleep he became part of the 
camp for the week.  We fed him for the fort-
night and gave him shelter having come all 
the way from Switzerland to watch the TT 
with just a sleeping bag!!

Dad always had welding bottles at 
the TT – in the ‘80s it was guaranteed that 
chassis would break – and could always 
be found welding or making bits for other 
competitors.  Dad never took any money 
for doing this, but we decided that one year 
we would introduce some sort of forfeit to 
have the “craic”, if anyone wanted welding 
or to borrow anything.  The team decided 
that everyone would have to sing a song, 
or dance with Big Phil – all 28 stone of his 

fine figure – what made this even more 
memorable was that if they didn’t agree we 
would shout across the paddock – “we’ve 
got a singer!” – and suddenly dozens of 
people would appear from nowhere, to 
create maximum embarrassment.  Well 
of course we had allsorts: teams sending 
their new mechanics to us for the most 
trivial nut or bolt, Jim Norbury singing 
“On Ilkely Moor Bar T’at” and we even got 
Brian Reid one year singing “Danny Boy”!  
The most memorable was a Hell’s Angel 
though, who had broke his rear sets.  He 
couldn’t believe that we had asked him to 
sing and didn’t know any songs.  By now 
a crowd of around 100 people had gath-
ered to watch this burly Hell’s Angel sing 
the only song he knew - “Baa Baa Black 
Sheep”.  The paddock was in uproar, what 
a sport though!!

Welding was responsible for another 
unforgettable incident.  Franco’s home 
built sidecar was always immaculate with 

Des, along with Jimmy Craig, in his debut year.
Courtesy Bill Snelling ttmuseum.com.
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THE OFFICIAL TT SUPPORTERS CLUB WEBSITE

www.ttsupportersclub.com

Don’t forget, you can receive information about the TT Supporters Club via the web:
* membership application forms for you and your friends

* buy your TTSC clothing [jackets, caps, shirts, etc] and memorabilia
* regional news – club nights, etc

* race statistics
For further information contact Pete Oulton:  peter.oulton@virgin.net

some exquisite engineering.  The fuel tank 
was sculptured around the chassis and 
was a work of art, lying centrally, being one 
of the first chassis’ to allow the passenger 
to lie-down.  One year the tank cracked, 
so Franco needed a weld doing.  The only 
aluminium welder who you would trust was 
Joe Heyes.  Joe promptly defumed the 
tank over a van exhaust and then started 
to weld.  A crowd had gathered by now 
to watch the ally welding, when suddenly 
there was an almighty boom and the tank 
flew 10 metres away leaving Joe dazed 
with the oxy torch, flux and rod still in his 
hand.  How we all jumped and scattered!!  
Franco was beside himself and thought 
he was going back to Italy.  This beautiful 
intricate tank was now like an inflated inner 
tube and never going to fit Franco’s bike!  

No-one had realised that Franco had a 
small reserve tank inside his TT tank!!  We 
ended up have a whip-round the paddock 
to fund having a new one fabricated by the 
Steam Packet Co…

…to be continued.

Editor... Des is soon going to publish 
a book of his racing exploits, but there’s 
so much more still to tell including Steve 
Knowles and the battery acid, filming 
Brookside, Big Phil’s cardboard cut-out, 
Marco’s last supper, Harry’s film shows 
and Jack Muldoon and the farmer!! – 
watch out for Chapter 2 of Paddock Tales 
in the Autumn edition.

Chris and Des Founds
Aged 13 ½

Likeable Italian, Franco Martinel in action. Courtesy Bill Snelling ttmuseum.com.

With over 40 years racing and over 50 
TT and MGP replicas and countless podi-
ums between them, Paul Owen and Phil 
Harvey have decided to team up for the 
2012 season, putting all their experience 
and knowledge together, They first met 
at Scarborough back in 1993, since then 
becoming very close friends, sometimes 
even closer on the track where they have 
a ‘love hate’ relationship which has kept 
pushing them to go faster and beat each 
other. It wasn’t until about five years ago 
that they have really helped each other 
with Paul spannering for Phil at the MGP 
and Phil assisting Paul at Oliver’s Mount, 
all with great success in the results.  

Paul says… 
“I was helping Phil at Oulton Park 

when he introduced me to his sponsor, 

Dennis Chandler of www.mugs4u.com, 
who wanted to expand his sponsor-
ship – I wasn’t going to say ‘no’. From 
then onwards me and Phil seemed to be 
side by side in qualifying and even in the 
races; I would beat him, then he would 
beat me, a lot like myself and Paul Dobbs 
at the TT, but this was in the 250 class. 
Phil got the podium at the NW200, I was 
so pleased for him, but gutted I didn’t get 
on it myself, so at the Ulster I managed to 
get my podium, also in the 250 race.

Phil beat me at the Castletown Post-
TT 250 race but I wasn’t going to let him 
beat me at the Manx later that year. He 
started 10 seconds ahead of me and I 
pushed so hard in the first few miles just 
to keep him in sight, before I closed on 
him over the Mountain, being right behind 

The Likely Lads - Phil & Paul

Paul at Creg ny Baa, TT 2011. Courtesy 
Mike Hammonds.
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him at end of lap one. However, it took me 
another lap just to pass him, managing to 
keep him at bay until the end of the four 
lap race when we finished 4th and 5th. 
Even though we didn’t get on the podium 
we won the Team Award along with Dan 
Sayle, so got an extra reward for our 
efforts. I love to beat Phil but hate it when 
he beats me, but at the end of the day we 
trust each other on the track and we learn 
so much from each other’s knowledge.

2012 will see the pair of us back at it, 
but this time in the 600 Supersport class. 
We are looking for good results and safe 
racing, but it’s still a race and I’ll be out to 
beat him, especially as he keeps remind-
ing me that I’m a bit older than him, but at 
the end of the day, as long as were having 
fun that’s all that matters.”

Paul is so appreciative of all the 
support, both financial and practical he 
has received during his twenty years of 
racing…

“I’d like to thank all my sponsors but 
there are far too many to mention individ-
ually, but they all know who they are and 
what it means to me. I couldn’t do it with-
out all their support, and with over 30 TT 
replicas and boxes of trophies from 125 to 
1000 classes, the saying is true that suc-
cess does breed success; special thanks 
to my family and friends who have had to 

put up with me through aches and pains 
to podiums and parties. A big thanks to 
my dad, Gareth, who has always been 
there watching out for me. He raced in 
the MGP on a 500 Manx Norton 500 and 
Velocette Thruxton, and told me about the 
challenge of the 37.75 mile track, so much 
so that he made me want to do it… so in 
1996 I entered the TT. I remember falling 
off on my first ever lap at the Gooseneck 
at about 5.30am in the cold and rain – I 
just wanted to go home, but stuck at it, 
never having missed a year, even when 
my son, Thomas, was born mid-practice 
week in 2000.  I sailed home, witnessed 
his birth, then returned the next day to 
continue practice. Every year on the boat 
home I’m planning the next year and 
where I can go faster and smoother.

My best positions have been 6th in 
both 125 and 250 TTs, 13th in the Super-
sport and also 13th in the 1000 on a 
standard Yamaha R1 borrowed from a 
friend. I also did a lap of 18mins 27secs, 
just shy of a 123mph lap on this machine. 
My goal for 2012 is to lap at 125mph and 
I’d love a top 10 placing again – fingers 
crossed. 

I like to give something back to all the 
fans and my sponsors in such hard finan-
cial times, so I decided to give people 
the chance of helping me more by giving 

less. As I was using my dad’s 
old race number, 98, I decided 
to start the #98Club. It’s lim-
ited to 98 people at a price of 
£98, which gives them their 
name on the R6 Yamaha. 
They also receive a brushed 
aluminium membership card 
bearing their name, an exclu-
sive #98Club personalized 
mug, discount on team cloth-
ing, plus, every racing month 
in which I compete, we hold a 
draw with the winner receiving 
a voucher to claim up to the 
value of £98 from the Paul Owen mer-
chandise range. Please check out www.
paulowen98.com and click on the Club 
#98 link for the 2012 membership form.”

Phil and Paul will be teaming up with 
on 600 Supersport bikes with Team Go-
Kart.

Phil expands, “the partnership came 
about after a great result at the MGP when 
Paul was over to help me; we had a fan-
tastic week. MGP ’11 was the first time in a 
long while I was able to ride the Mountain 
Course in a confident manner, and deep 
down we wanted to shake up the new 
ruling that combined supertwin 650 four 
strokes and the 250 two stroke classes 
and win the race! The dream almost came 
true – if the weather wasn’t against us and 
the fuelling system didn’t let us down, we 
feel we could have taken victory.  We still 
wonder how we lost; studying the race, 
we were leading at Ramsey on lap one 
by 18sec, averaging 122mph, then there 
was rain on the Mountain, but we still 

averaged over 109mph for that lap which 
could easily have been around 112mph.  
It boiled down to the lead we built in the 
dry being eroded over the wet until, even-
tually, it was worn down to the point we 
couldn’t pull back the deficit.

The idea about doing the TT2012 
was easy, getting there was going to 
be an uphill struggle, but before we left 
the island following the MGP, I bought a 
Yamaha R6 from David Madsen-Mygdel; 
this bike will be set up perfectly for the 
Mountain Course.  The next stage was 
arranging a sponsorship deal and this is 
when GoKart Electric Golf stepped in to 
help.  

Paul and I teaming up officially came 
about when Paul started to discus the 
GoKart colour scheme and how it was a 
great match for Paul Owen #98 Club. If 
we combined our trade sponsors every-
one involved with us would get double 
exposure.  This great idea was put into 
place with matching leathers, the bikes 

Phil on the NW200 podium
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Two photographs taken at Parliament 
Square, Ramsey in 1981 tell a tale. The 
Senior TT due to be held on the Monday of 
Race Week was postponed for an hour as a 
result of inclement weather; after the twelve 
noon start Chris Guy, sporting his usual 
number 13, went into the lead, the position 
he held for the first two laps. Sadly for Chris 
the weather worsened, so much so the race 
was abandoned with the bulk of the riders 
on their third circuit, an insufficient distance 
for the race to be declared a result. Chris is 
seen here racing in style through Parliament 
Square and then in the second shot being 
pulled in by a race official at the same loca-
tion to be told all his efforts had been in vain, 
the race being declared null and void.

The race, re-run the following day, was 
led from start to finish by Mick Grant, setting 
the fastest lap at 112.68mph. Chris Guy had 
managed to reach fourth position by the end 
of lap two when the rains came – no aban-
donment this time, instead for Chris, it was 
really was unlucky 13 all over again as he 
slid off, uninjured, at an extremely greasy 
Braddan Bridge.

Chris Guy made the TT starting grid on 
15 occasions between 1979 and 1984, failing 
to make the distance in 13 of these. He did, 
however finish 2nd in the 1980 Formula Two 
and 9th in the Classic TT of the same year.

20.30hrs, Monday 4th June,
Villa Marina, Douglas
Superbike TT Race
Sidecar TT Race 1
Supersport TT Race 1

20.30hrs, Wednesday 6th June,
Villa Marina, Douglas
Superstock TT Race
Sidecar TT Race 2

Supersport TT Race 2
TT Zero Challenge 

TBC, Friday 8th June, TT Grandstand
Lightweight TT Race 
Senior TT Race
Special Awards
Solo TT Champion
Sidecar TT Champion

PRIZE PRESENTATIONS
Prize Presentations will take place at the following times and venues with all competitors 
being requested to attend:

Unlucky 13 for Chris Guy

look great, seemingly identical to the gen-
eral observer, but mine has main sponsor 
space for GoKart and Paul has his main 
space dedicated to the #98Club.

This TT holds a lot of personnel ambi-
tions upon which I won’t expand because 
it is only when I get to the event, complete 
those early laps that I will know if they are 
going to be achievable. The Course has 
to be respected and to perform to your 
best ability your riding has to come natu-
rally or you will get into trouble; I will not 
put myself in that position.  The 600 and 
1000 are not really my racing style, but if 
you want to compete at the TT, then it has 
to be and I have learnt a lot over the last 
year.

The TT has been my passion for 
racing since I started in 1990; I entered 
the 125 TT in 1995, but I stuck with the 
class far too long; it was easy to stay 
with what you know and the money was 
always tight to do anything different. It 

was only in 2007 I had a new lease of life, 
purchasing a brand new 250 (yes, that’s 
a brand new two-stroker, newer than the 
lightweight 650cc eligibility!) and my 
racing came on really well. 2009 seemed 
to be the turning point as I had fully recov-
ered from my injuries sustained in 2005, 
meaning I could ride without pain and it 
showed with my NW200 result that year. 
That result was the best moment in my 
racing career and one of the worst, as 
Mark Young lost his life in the first part of 
the race. I had no-one with whom to share 
the mixed emotions as all my family were 
at home attending a family wedding, but 
the great thing was they saw the close 
action live on TV.

From that point I had plenty more 
accidents to set me back but some good 
podiums at the Southern 100, which I 
attended for the first time since the ‘Bil-
lown TT’, were fantastic. The Billown 
meeting was a great attempt to show the 
strokers, but it just wasn’t the Mountain 
Course…so at that point I made the deci-
sion to miss the TT for a few years and 
race at the MGP on my 250.

The 250 is brilliant for the ‘fun factor’ 
over the Mountain, but set up is critical 
to achieve the results, team work being 
essential. My Dad, Mick, was key to my 
two stroke success… in the last practice 
for the 2010 MGP the engine blew, split-
ting in two. A £4,000 bill to replace parts, 
I was finished, but Dad spent 4 months 
welding and machining it back together, 
the results showing how good that engine 
became…podiums at the S100 and MGP 
all with second hand parts and loads of 
work. I owe Dad big time for that, but 
maybe the results are pay back enough…
eh, Dad?

But now it’s back to the bigger capac-
ity classes at the TT…hope to see you 
in the TT Supporters’ shop; support the 
riders by joining the TTSC.”

Paul tries to overtake Phil at Scarborough - 
but doesn’t he need his bike?
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Delighted at the prospect of being 
able to race a 650 twin around the Moun-
tain Course again, Ivan Lintin very much 
sees the TT as the main focus of his 2012 
season. A double-pronged approach has 
seen him, during the winter months, mixing 
it between the workshop and the ‘gym’…
being a country lad there is no local sports 
facility offering training equipment nearby, 
so a treadmill running machine was duly 
purchased to assist in stamina building with-
out having to waste time travelling. Industry 
has been apparent in his workshop, too, with 
engine building and much fettling on the two 
machines he has chosen to ride, in what will 
be his second TT meeting.

No big bike this year, with Ivan con-
centrating on three races – one on each of 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday – the two 
Supersport races and the Lightweight TT. 
Ivan explains, “Life has been manic, but it’s 
all self-inflicted, acquiring a new 600 ZX6 
Kawasaki and building a super twin ER6 
from scratch. The twin is being created with 
the TT specifically in mind as the machine 
I rode in 2011, my dad’s Bardney Racing 
SV650, will not be fast enough against the 
Kawasakis in the TT, even though I had 
some very good results at Scarborough with 
many 2nd places behind Ryan Farquhar. For 
all other supertwin races in 2012 a Tigcraft 
650 supplied by Carl Martin of Race Sup-
plies Direct, which is ineligible for the TT, 
has be created. However, this bike has been 
kept up to spec as I’m taking it to the Post-TT 
meeting at Billown.“

To illustrate the importance of the 
TT in Ivan’s 2012 calendar, consider that 
his only meeting prior to the event will be 
the Scarborough Ian Watson Spring Cup…
saving himself for the IoM; he will, however, 
take on ‘testing days’ at his local, Cadwell 
Park circuit. His season is now dominated 
by the ‘roads’ – Southern 100, the remain-
ing Oliver’s Mount meetings, a return to the 
Ulster Grand Prix where last rode in 2007, 
aboard a 250 and a debut at Aberdare.

Perhaps Ivan has a slight advantage 
over some competitors in the Lightweight 
TT as he has already lapped in excess of 
109mph on 650 twin in the MGP…Ivan con-
tinues, “the twin which I’m building will be 
put to good use as Rob Simcock is to use it 
at the Manx. People think it’s a ‘cheap’ class, 
far from it as it’s currently cost me over 13k 
– if I was paying someone to do it, it would 
probably cost 16k. For the Junior races I’m 
using an existing stock bike, but I’m putting 
in a supersport 600 engine.”

Sponsorship is so important …“it 
certainly is. I’ve been extremely lucky in that 
a new sponsor has joined the team this year 
– R&D Sheet Metal, a specialist fabrication 
firm, has joined my long standing sponsors, 
JK Tuning – John King has ported the cyl-
inder heads in both engines I’ve built – A 
Poucher & Sons, which make grass animal 
feed pellets, my ‘local’, the Nag’s Head, 
Mark Gunson, Mick Farrant of Alloy Polish-
ing service… also product sponsorship from 
Silkolene, Samco, GB Racing, Venhill, Arrow 
and Renthal. Thanks to all my family and 

friends who help me through the year and 
attend my annual fundraising event in the 
Nag’s Head.”

In previous chats with Ivan, he’s 
always been prepared to elaborate on how 
he continues to learn what is considered to 
be the world’s most dangerous course…so, 
what of this year? “I probably aim to build 
on my experience, setting out to increase 
my speed and improve my lines through fast 
corners, such as Ballagarey and the right 
hander before the Mountain Mile. If I can 
manage this on the twin it will not only give 
me extra momentum for the straights but the 

skill should be transferred to the ZX6 Super-
sport machine. Realistically, though, the first 
couple of practice sessions will be used to 
acclimatise myself with the new machinery.

Ivan, has, indeed, always been a 
realist, so what are his expectations for TT 
2012? “Obviously three finishes is a priority; 
I believe I’ve a good chance of a silver in the 
Lightweight and would like to lap around the 
113-114 mark, and I’d really like to get round 
at 120mph on the Supersport.” Realistic 
aims they certainly are – we look forward to 
reading of is experiences in the next issue.120mph lap and a ‘Silver’

Ivan Lintin’s targets for TT 2012

Photo courtesy Stuart Watson.

Stefano Bonetti, the fastest ever Ital-
ian pilot at the TT, was the only competitor 
to represent our nation at last year’s meet-
ing...but he did achieve fantastic results with 
Bronze Replicas in all solo classes in which 
he competed. We now believe he’ll soon have 
a top 10 finish in the Superstock as he has a 
very competitive bike.

This year Stefano will be taking part 
in all solo classes, but a bonus for Italy is the 
return of Alessio Corradi. After a few years at 
the top of the World Supersport Champion-
ship as well as winning a few Italian Cham-
pionships and a European SS title, Alessio 
entered the 2008 TT with a Triumph Daytona 
675.

He immediately settled into pure road 
racing, achieving good results – 36th and 
37th with average race speeds in excess of 
110mph. He returned the following year with a 
really private Kawasaki ZXR 600 in the Super-
sport classes and, despite this very standard 
bike, he had a briliant result – 24th, securing a 
Bronze Replica, failing by only a few seconds 
to take home silver; his race average was 
117.74mph.

For  2012 Alessio is entering the 
Superbike, Superstock and Senior with a new 
brand Aprilia RSV4  APRC with the Nuova M2 
Team; he will also take part in the new Light-
weight TT on a Suzuki  SV 650 twin. More 
good news for Italian motorcycling is the 
return of MV Agusta to the TT with Team World 
Performance Racing; hopefully, in the future, 
we will witness a fast Italian rider on the MV 
Agusta at the TT.

In  the  meantime, we look forward 
to the MGP when Tommaso Totti will resume 
the challenge of racing around the Mountain 
Course. After his fantastic debut in 2010 with 
7th in Newcomers A on his Yamaha R6, he 
will compete in the  Junior and Senior with  a 
Honda CBR 600RR; in 2013 he may well jump 
to the TT. Another Italian, Davide Ansaldi, is 
interested in competing in Newcomers B and 
the Ultra-Lightweight on a Kawasaki ZXR400R 
at this year’s MGP; Davide, after a briliant start 
to his road  racing careeer stopped after a big 
road accident, but has now re-focused on his 
racing and welcomes the challenges to be 
found in the IoM.

To all rders, not just those from Italy, I 
wish the best of luck for fantastic, safe racing 
and brilliant results at this year’s TT.  

Pier Ortalda: Italian Rep - TTSC

Italian Pilots at the IOM TT 2012

Stefano Bonneti in action during Practice Week, 2011. 
Courtesy mike Hammonds.
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J The composition of solo racers will be simi-
lar to last year in that priority will be given 
to riders who finished in positions 1st to 
30th in the corresponding race in 2011, up 
to 25 additional riders in each race based 
on previous fastest race lap speeds and up 
to 15 newcomers in each race. Additional 
riders will be selected at the discretion of 
the organisers subject to a maximum of 70 
starting entries. A maximum of 10 reserves 
will practice with the riders who have con-
firmed entries.

J A change in the allocation of travel allow-
ances:- UK mainland solo riders competing 
in one race will receive £200, two races, 
£250, three, £300, four, £350, five, £400, 
six, £450 and seven, £500. Solo competi-
tors falling into the Rest of the World cate-
gory have a similar tiered system starting at 
£250, rising to £550. UK mainland sidecar 
exponents are able to claim £500 and £600 
with respect to the two categories. Any 
competitor wishing to apply for additional 
appearance fees can do so providing they 
meet criteria with respect to experience, 
results, profile, marketing exposure, etc, as 
in previous years.

J Who will secure the TT Supporters’ Club 
Trophy currently held by Gary Johnson? 
Awarded for the best aggregate perfor-
mance across the two Junior Supersport 
races, Johnson had a victory and 4th posi-
tion to his credit in 2011, whilst Guy Martin 
was only a few seconds in arrears after a 
brace of thirds. The equivalent award for 
sidecars is the Bill Boddice Trophy, with 
John Holden and Andy Winkle in pos-
session of this fitting tribute to the senior 
member of the famous sidecar racing 
family. A new award this year – also a fit-
ting tribute – is the Dave Wells’ Trophy to be 
presented to the highest placed newcomer 
passenger in the Sidecar TTs.

J To start a race, a newcomer qualifying for 
the first time on the TT Course must com-
plete a total of at least 6 laps on a solo 
machine, 4 laps for a sidecar, drivers and 
passengers alike. Newcomers must have 
signed on, attended a briefing and a new-
comers’ course tour on Saturday 26th May, 
and commenced qualifying including com-
pletion of a speed controlled lap by the 
end of Tuesday’s qualifying session; they 
should have completed 3 laps by the end 

Guy Martin flame throwing at Ballacraine. Courtesy Stuart Watson.

TT DIGEST

of Wednesday’s qualifying session, or they 
may be disqualified.

J All solo competitors, except TT Zero must 
achieve a time within 115% of that set by 
the third fastest qualifier in the class in 
order to make the start line; 120% for side-
cars. TT Zero starters must complete a 
practice lap in under 45 minutes.

J During the winter, Phil Wain told website 
forum members that he’d found a very 
interesting website on the life and career 
of the late Tom Phillis. Put together by his 
daughter Debbie, it contains some great 
pictures of the trophies and medals he 
won, etc…www.tomphillis.com. A former 
world champion, the Australian lost his 
life as a result of an accident during the 
1962 Junior TT whilst riding works Honda 
machinery.

J Solo competitors are at liberty to enter for 
the Privateer Cup, for which prize money 
stands at £2,000, £1,000 and £500 for the 
three most successful riders. [There is a 

discrepancy here as two different amounts 
are mention in the regulations] However, 
stringent criteria is in operation for eligibil-
ity…any rider who finished within the top 
10 in any solo race last year will not be 
considered.  Also, declaration by the team 
of no direct manufacturer assistance, the 
known ability of the rider, the motorcycle, 
team operation, resources and structure 
and other promotable elements such as 
media support will form part of the final 
decision as to whether or not entries will be 
successful. £2,000 will be presented to the 
most successful sidecar crew across the 
two races.

J A book with a difference – “65 Years A 
TTFan” by TTSC member, Ian Huntly is 
now available. Well, it’s actually a book 
in CD format which can be read on your 
computer/laptop. Ian made his first visit to 
the IoM in 1947 and he’s been going back 
ever since! A fan, a sponsor, an afficionado, 
Ian has put his reminiscences down in writ-
ing to produce, for those of us interested 
in nostalgia, a fantastic array of personal 

The ever improving Dan Cooper lining up for the start. Courtesy Equipe Ajax.
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anecdotes and interesting facts, supple-
mented by evocative photographs. Well 
worth a read, the “book” can be purchased 
via ebay at £5.99 + postage… refer to Item 
No. 270915264431; Ian’s website at www.
ttfan.co.uk is also worth a visit.

J Typical of Ian Huntly has been his involve-
ment in the placing of a new plaque, com-
memorating Bob McIntyre, on the wall of 
the Sulby Glen Hotel. The inscription on 
the plaque says it all:- “To commemorate 
Robert McGregor McIntyre and his lap of 
99.58mph on a Honda 250cc-4 in 1961only 
four years after exceeding 100mph for the 
first time on a Gilera 500cc-4. Bob retired 
at this very spot on the last lap of the 1961 
250cc Race while in the lead.” The plaque 
shows a photo of Bob as he toured in to 
retire…taken by a young Ian Huntly.

J Prize money - £62,075 for the Superbike 
and Senior, £30,050 for each of the two 
Supersports and Superstock, £31,400 for 
both three-wheelers and 25,000 for the 
Lightweight with a start-to-finish winner net-
ting £6,500. The winner of TT Zero will bank 

£2,500, plus an extra £10,000 if a 100mph 
lap is accomplished.

J The TTSC is always grateful for any assis-
tance it receives in fulfilling its aim of sup-
porting those who wish to pit their skills 
against the Mountain Course and so 
thanks, once again, goes to Dorwingear 
Ltd, the door and window gear service spe-
cialists of Birmingham, for providing the 
Club with the van in which all our stock will 
be taken over to the IoM for TT 2012.

J Team and competitor pass allocation will 
depend on the number of classes entered 
by the rider(s). The passes will be sequen-
tially numbered and referenced for official 
use and riders and teams will be required 
to identify their teams pass holders on 
their entry form to allow the organisers to 
allocate individual passes to individual 
persons. Allocation will be worked out per 
rider based on the classes – competitors 
are allowed three pit attendants with two 
extras team passes being issued if the 
competitor is entered in only one race, 
rising to five for four or more races. Side-

car teams are allowed four extra passes in 
addition to those for pit attendants. Regula-
tions state that sanctions will be imposed 
on any team selling its passes or indeed 
forging its own!!

J According to Met Office records, which 
date back to 1947, 2011 was the third 
warmest ever in the IoM; unfortunately, this 
was not due to the summer months which 
were all cooler than usual. The hottest day 
was in fact during the TT period when the 
mercury soared to 22.7 on June 3rd, but 
that month, along with February and May, 
was the wettest. Although May registered 
strong winds, motorcycle fans were fortu-
nate in that they didn’t have to cope with 
the Irish Sea in December when speeds 
averaged 22mph – in fact, there were 26 
days in that month when force 6 or more 
was reached on the Beaufort Scale.

J Number plate colours are in previous years 
with the new Super Twin race – aka Light-
weight TT – being white numbers on a 
green background. Machines entered for 
the Senior only will use yellow plates during 
practice. Competitors, of course, have to 

supply their own number plates.

J Working hard once again at the TT will be 
Equipe Ajax, a team of freelance photog-
raphers specialising in motorsport events 
throughout the south of England and in the 
IoM. Each year, Sheila and Barry Sommer-
ville take action shots of those competitors 
we’ve decided to target as ‘victims’ for arti-
cles in the magazine; these photographs 
and many others, such as the 2011 Good-
wood Festival of Speed, can be viewed on 
www.equipeajax.co.uk – well worth a visit. 
Thanks to Sheila and Barry for their contin-
ued support, which certainly enhances the 
quality of our magazine.

J Lightweight machines must comply with 
general technical rules as per ACU Stand-
ing Regulations and 2012 IOM TT regula-
tions…four-stroke twin cylinder motorcycle 
originally sold for road use with a water 
cooled engine of up to 650cc; eligible 
machines must be from models homolo-
gated for 2005 or later.

J The organisers reserve the right to dynom-
eter checking and / or dismantle of any 
machine that has started in any practice 

A.C.U Benevolent Fund
The motorcycling governing body’s Benevolent Fund, administered by an 
independent committee of trustees under the umbrella of the ACU, assists 

ACU members, officials and their families through financial difficulties.

It is a charity supported by donations and the sale of the TT Ben Fund Badges 
available from the TT Grandstand/TT Supporters Club Shop and not via an 

insurance fund.

In these difficult times the Benevolent Fund is called on to help road racers 
and off-road competitors as well as race officials and their families, more often 

than in the past.

Any donation however small would be appreciated.

Please forward to:- Benevolent Fund. ACU House, Wood Street, Rugby, 
Warwickshire, CV21 2YX. Or call 01788 566413 for further information

As a child, on a cold winter’s evening in 
the Isle of Man, when the house was rocking 
in the winds generated across Ramsey Bay, 
my Mother and I would make what we called  
Drop Scones. Friends of ours from the Heb-
rides in Scotland, used a similar recipe. So 
whether this recipe is Scottish or Manx, or 
Celtic it is an easy and tasty snack on a cold 
evening.

Ingredients
6 oz plain flour - or 6oz self-raising Flour 
omitting the raising agents
3/4 level teasponful bicarbonate soda
1/2 level teaspoonful cream of tartar
1 tablespoon caster sugar
1 large egg - beaten

1/4 pint milk
Oil for  cooking

Method
Mix flour, bicarb and cream of tartar 

together in a mixing bowl. Add sugar and egg, 
beaten together with the milk to form a batter. 
If you have a solid topped electric cooker, as 
we had, the pre heated griddle was oiled and 
the batter dropped in small amounts, (a  table-
spoonful) onto the hot griddle. Otherwise use 
a heavy oiled frying pan and cook the drop 
scones until golden, turning as necessary.

Serve  either plain or, if prefered, with 
butter and jam.

Elizabeth Marin

Manx Drop Scones
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UK nUmber plate for sale

UK 10m tt
Offers around £6k : Contact:- (+44) 07624482762 and (+44) 07702017774

Cameron Donald flies at Ballaugh. Photo-courtesy Glynne Lewis.

or race, and for this purpose, to impound 
it and retain it in official custody for as 
long as may be required. Fuel samples 
may be taken, fuel tanks measured and 
weights checked. Any necessary disman-
tling of a motorcycle shall be carried out by 
an accredited representative of the team 
and /or competitor under instructions of 
the Technical Control Official. Disman-
tling must be commenced as soon as the 
engine is cool enough. There will be no 
facility to seal engines for dismantling at a 
later date.

J The TTSC, as ever, is eligible for the Club 
Team Award…however, the entry fee now 
stands at £100. If any club member wants 
to stump up this amount, then visit Rose in 
the Club shop; she will be delighted to sort 
out the necessary paperwork. 

J Administrative news from France:- con-
firmation that Jean-Michel Prudon is the 
Club’s sole representative, his e-mail 
address now being jmprudon@wanadoo.
fr. A reminder that Jean-Michel’s website – 
full of TT nostalgia with brilliant action shots 
is now www.tourist-trophy.fr . More house-
keeping – our German Rep, Gerti Eppert 
has moved; check page 51 for details.

J Health & safety is paramount in the think-
ing of the organisers with fire points being 
located within Paddocks A, B, C and D. All 
team members must be familiar with their 
location; all points are alarmed and extin-
guishers should not be removed unless 
needed in an emergency. With fire in mind, 
the use of gas welding equipment within 
the paddock area is strictly forbidden. Elec-
tric welding equipment is permitted which 
has to be PAC tested. Any gas welding 
equipment or electric welding equipment 
not PAC tested will be confiscated.

J Log on to our website www.ttsupporter-
sclub.com for the latest Club news. Our 
web weaver can be contacted on 01244 
548584 or via his e-mail address of ttsup-
portersclub@hotmail.co.uk if you have 
anything of interest you’d like us to include 
on the site.

J Europe’s biggest classic biking street party 
will be held over the weekend of Saturday 
and Sunday May 12/13 in the pretty market 
town of Northwich, Cheshire. As in previ-
ous years, the Thundersprint offers com-
pletely free admission, free parking and 
free grandstand seating for spectators. 
There will be classic and modern bikes on 
display, test rides, a huge trade area, bike 
safety information and appearances by 
BBC TV’s Steve Parrish, six times World 
Champion Jim Redman and European 
Champion, Sammy Miller and his iconic 
Moto Guzzi V8. The Thundersprint itself 
takes place on the Sunday around the tight 
town centre track; a fantastic international 
entry of modern and classic riders includes 
French star Philippe Hanus with his incred-
ible six cylinder Honda. Lunchtime sees a 
giant cavalcade around the town centre fol-
lowed by a Spitfire aerobatic display. Excel-
lent camping, with showers, toilet facilities 
and on site food, is available for the whole 
weekend at £30 per pitch, regardless of the 
number of people in the tent, or for Satur-
day evening only at £20.

Two former World Champions and TT winners, Phil 
Read [left] and Dieter Braun relax after break-
ing down at Quarter Bridge during the Yamaha 
Parade, 2011. Courtesy Mike Hammonds.
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The introduction of the Privateers’ 
Championship in 2010 was a welcome 
addition to the TT prize fund. Wouldn’t it 
be great if the guys could get a bit more 
television and DVD exposure as a result 
though? Finishing in a creditable fifth 
place overall last year was Lancashire 
rider Rob “Bullet” Barber. I caught up with 
Rob during the off-season to discuss his 
career and find out how he plans to go 
even better in 2012.

Rob was born and raised in Bury 
where he still lives with his understanding 
wife, Anna and works as an I.T. consult-
ant. He has been riding motorcycles since 
he was a wee lad of five when his dad 
came home from work one day with a little 

90cc Kawasaki and, apart from a skater-
boy period in his teens, he has been in 
love with bikes ever since. He remembers 
travelling everywhere on the back of his 
old man’s RD500, including his first trip to 
the IoM TT Races in 1986. Demonstrating 
his characteristic determination he took a 
job as a 14-year-old in a local cafe where 
he washed pots for eight months to save 
for an old Fantic 200 trials machine, and 
4 years later he traded in a Moto-X bike 
to buy the CBR600 Honda on which he 
would later go racing. 

Rob had already spent some 
time around the racing paddock helping 
out his dad’s mates and had taken part 
in a few track days, but it wasn’t until his 

trip to the ‘98 TT that he decided to give 
racing a go himself. By this stage Rob’s 
racing hero was Robert Dunlop, and he 
watched in awe from the TT Grandstand 
as an injured Robert overcame the odds 
to take an emotional win in the Ultra-
Lightweight race. By 2000 Rob was win-
ning races himself, when placed first in a 
New Era race at Cadwell, and from there 
he progressed through the ranks to Brit-
ish Superstocks.

In 2004 Rob finished as the high-
est placed Suzuki rider in the Superstock 
series and, as a result, was granted an 
amazing opportunity with an entry into 
the European GSXR Cup, a support class 
at selected World Superbike rounds, for 
the following year. At each round the 
bikes were transported to the track by 
Alstare Suzuki in an attempt to prevent 
any bending of the rules and provide an 
even playing field. In his first season Rob 
was partnered by Mike Edwards who he 
describes as the perfect team mate for a 
young rider and one of the most naturally 
talented riders he has ever seen. With 
help from Spike and James Toseland, 
who was also on hand to teach him some 
of the circuits, Rob went on to beat guys 
like David Salom who is now in World 
Supersports and Xavier Simeon, currently 
in Moto 2. 

In the second year of his GSXR 
Cup adventure Rob’s new team mate 
was a certain William Dunlop from Bally-
money. He became friends with William, 
and, through him, Robert too, and was 
approached to give an interview for a 
well known road racing magazine. During 
the interview he happened to mention 
his desire to have a crack at the TT, and 
within two weeks of the mag hitting the 

shelves Paul Phillips was on the phone 
with an invite; the die was cast. He had 
the privilege of making his TT debut at 
the 2007 centenary event on a road demo 
675cc Triumph modified by the addition 
of a racing fairing, and his GSXR 750 from 
the previous year. Rob feels that doing the 
TT is a cheaper option than the Manx and 
with bikes that were never going to be 
competitive, he was under no pressure to 
do well. He was fully prepared to park up 
the bike if he wasn’t enjoying himself, but 
it wasn’t long before he realised that this 
was the best thing he had ever done! With 
three finishes under his belt, and a best 
placing of 44th in the Senior on his Super-
sport Triumph, Rob was totally hooked. 

His results improved next time 
around, but it was in 2009 that Rob came 
under the notice of most fans. He had 
already averaged over 120mph for the 
first time in the Superstock race, but he 
went on to achieve his dream result when 
he won the inaugural TTGXP Electric Bike 
race. Rob had rightly spotted that the XGP 
race was an opportunity for him to be truly 
competitive on the Mountain Circuit, so 
he had registered on-line with enthusi-
asm. After some time he received a call 
from Cedric Lynch, whose first choice 
rider, Guy Martin, had pulled out. Rob did 
a bit of homework on Cedric “the mad 
professor” and realised that Team Agni 
had a considerable pedigree in this class 
and would be in with a shout. Rob and the 
team fitted the engine to a 750cc chas-
sis as he’d suggested, added his KAIS 
suspension and the rest is 87.43mph of 
TT history. It is obviously every TT rider’s 
ambition to stand on the top step of the 
podium, hear the anthem and spray some 
champers, but it’s a pity that Rob’s victory 

FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BARBER

Rob Barber and Jim Hodson lean into the Creg during practice. Photo courtesy Mike Hammonds.
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Photo courtesy Equipe Ajax.

isn’t counted in the official TT statistics, as 
it was in later years. Still, Rob feels that 
both Mark Miller and Michael Rutter have 
been deserving TT winners in the class.

After finishing second in the TT 
Zero race in 2010, Rob unfortunately 
missed out last year. Set to ride for US 
team Buckeye, one of their main guys 
Ryan Williams was killed in an accident 
not long before the TT and the team reluc-
tantly withdrew. Rob feels that his under-
standing of how to ride the “leccy” bikes 
would give him a great chance of record-
ing the first lap over the magical ton, and 
he definitely plans to be out on one this 
year, but has no fixed plans as yet.

Just as 2009 had been fantastic 
for Rob, the next year was a complete 
disaster. A month before the TT his dad 
broke a leg and the team was behind 
schedule from that moment on. His 
speeds were generally down, but Rob left 

the Island in a dark place after the loss 
of two of his “inspirational friends” – Paul 
Dobbs and Martin Loicht. Martin’s main 
reason for returning to the IOM was due 
to his engineering interest in electric bike 
development, but he had to qualify for 
another class in order to be allowed to 
take part. He had previously competed 
mostly on the little 125cc bikes, and even 
once as a sidecar passenger, but had 
been struggling after a decade away from 
the TT. So Rob gave him a tow round 
during the final practice session on Friday 
night and he was in. Half way round the 
final lap of the second Supersport race, 
scheduled immediately before the Zero 
class, Loicht’s chain locked as he negoti-
ated Quarry Bends and he crashed. He 
was rushed to Noble’s but sadly died later 
that evening.

Returning from the TT, Rob made 
a fairly public statement on the iomtt.com 

forum announcing his retirement from 
racing and had a few rants on the sub-
ject of the infamous yellow flag incident 
that occurred after Dobsy’s crash which 
he now “sort of” regrets. But he still loves 
the forum and, as a TT fan with no cor-
porate links to the bike industry, he isn’t 
afraid to go on and express himself, or to 
hear other people’s views on a subject 
about which he is obviously passionate. 
Through the forum he has also made sev-
eral friends, some of whom now make a 
real difference to his performance with 
sponsorship and general support. But he 
was stung by some of the negative com-
ments he received and with time these 
made him even more determined to return 
in 2011 and have “an amazing year.”

With a new 1000cc Honda Fire-
blade and his trusty 600cc Suzuki, Rob 
prepared for the TT with a worthwhile 
outing at the Tandragee 100. His TT 
performance was indeed a step up, and 
he returned to Bury with a collection of 
five bronze reps, two 15th places, three 
18th places and a personal best lap of 
122.79mph in the Superstock race. But it 
could have been even better!

Rob was on the pace from the 
opening night of practice, but he didn’t 
take long to realise that his Pirelli tyres 
wouldn’t last a full 6 lap race. Plagued 
with instability issues and after a mas-
sive tank-slapper cresting Rhencullen on 
Friday night when he contemplated jump-
ing off, there was no option but to plan 

Photo courtesy Equipe Ajax.

Photo courtesy Equipe Ajax.
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Regional Representatives
MIDLANDS  (Shropshire, Staffs., & West Mid-

lands):
Aston Social Club. First Thursday of the 
month, (Not June!). See Mrs Rose Hanks, 50 
Lyndhurst Road, Birmingham, B24 6QS. Tel: 
0121 6863799.

N. WEST (Cumbria, Lancs):
See Dave Davies, 26 St. Marys Avenue, 
Walton-le-Dale, Preston, PR5 4UE. Tel: 01772 
322241.

SCOTLAND:
Leadburn Inn, A701, 12 miles South of Edin-
burgh. See Mose Hutchinson, 15 Castlelaw 
Court, Penicuik, Midlothian, EH26 8BS. Tel: 
01968 678337.

YORKSHIRE:
2nd Tuesday of each month at Rawscliffe 
Bridge Hotel, Rawscliffe Bridge, near Goole 
[10 mins from J36/M62]. See Michelle and 
Phil Harvey, 2 Oak Villas, Rawcliffe Bridge, 
Near Goole, East Yorkshire, DN14 8NU. Tel 
01405 831070. E-mail: pharvey@timloc.co.uk

N. YORKSHIRE:
Stuart Watson. 4 Wood Hill Close, Marton-
Cum-Grafton, Boroughbridge, York. YO51 
9QP.

ISLE OF MAN:
Brian Rostrom, Gulls Way, Croit-e-Quill Rd, 
Laxey. Tel: 01624 862011.

BELGIUM:
Clive Burrow. Sint-Catharinastrass, 25 Bus 
0002, Kortenberg, Belgium, 3070. Tel 0032 
0 27594348. E-Mail: bikerclive@msn.com

FRANCE:
Jean-Michel Prudon, 18 Allee des Saugeys, 
71000 Sance, France. Tel. 03 85 29 07 13, 
e-mail jmprudon@wanadoo.fr.

CANADA:
Harold & Mary Cosgrove, PO Box 793, 
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada, L2E 6V6. Tel: 
1-905-356-6865. E-mail: halmar@niagara.
com

GERMANY:
Gerti Eppert. Rodelbahn 4, 85614 Kirch-
seeow, Germany, Tel: 0049 15202031510. 
E-mail: Gerti.Eppert@gmx.de.

ITALY:
Pier G. Ortalda, Via Colombaro 31, S Sebas-
tino, Po (Torino) 011 9191516.
e-mail ortalda@iveco.com

JAPAN:
Yuki Kobayashi, Yokohama City, Tsuzuki-ku, 
Fujimigaoka 4-5, 2240051. Tel 81 45 948 
0677. E-mail: yukky-rt@nifty.com

NORTHERN IRELAND:
Eric Olliver, 7 Grange Lodge, Antrim, County 
Antrim, BT41 1BQ. Tel: 028 94 466393. 
Mobile: 07977 167680.

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND:
Myles Lally, 14 Dargle Wood, Knocklyon 
Rd., Templeouge, Dublin 16. Tel: 003531 01 
4943389. E-mail: myles@realroadracing.com

SPAIN:
Peter Flores: Crta de la Costa 62 B 4 o 4 a, 
43840 Salou, Tarragona, Spain.

NEW ZEALAND:
Wayne Paul, 12 Atiawa Street, Fitzroy, New 
Plymouth, New Zealand.

U.S.A.:
Jody Heintzman, 10310 SW 280th Street, 
Vashon, WA 98070, USA. CF: Wade Boyd, 
267 Allison St. S. Francisco, California 94112. 
Tel: 415 - 239 - 0933. Andy Austin, 10023 
Belle Rive Blvd., #606, Jacksonville Fl, 32256.

USED POSTAGE STAMPS

Your efforts at sending us used postage stamps to raise money for research into a cure into 
multiple sclerosis have been amazing…many thanks to all of you; please accept our apologies 
for not sending individual replies. A couple of pointers which would assist us further…

…please leave a little bit of the envelope around the stamp thus ensuring that the perforated 
edge is not damaged.

…there have been occasions when the Post Office has not delivered envelopes containing 
the stamps to us as insufficient postage has been paid; the charge now depends on size as well 
as weight – anything in excess of 5mm [3/16th“] needs to have a Large Letter 2nd class stamp. If 
the required amount is not paid by the sender, then we have to pay the postage due, PLUS £1…
so, please check at the Post Office when sending your packages – thanks.

Once again, thanks ever so much for your help in supporting this worthwhile cause.
Mr and Mrs G W Scott: 40 Bateman Rd, Hellaby, Rotherham, United Kingdom, S66 8HA.

for a tyre change during the Superbike TT. 
Lying 14th at the end of the first lap, the 
Fireblade started to splutter at the Creg 
on lap two as it was running low on fuel. 
With another longer stop second time 
around for the tyre change, he lost a few 
places, ending up 18th.

In both of Monday’s events, Rob 
ended up less than half a minute off a 
silver replica… impressive given that 
the Superstock was jumping out of gear 
and the 600 was a “hardly tuned” bike 
that had been deemed too old for com-
petition by the FIM and was running on 
Shoprite petrol! She went even better in 
the second Supersport race though, and 
despite not pulling top gear, the old girl 
managed a 120mph lap, that’s one mph 
for each bhp. Rob clearly has a soft spot 
for the bike with which he now says he’ll 
never part.

By Senior TT day, the decision 
was made to try different tyres on the 
Superbike. While they did last the full 6 
laps, the lack of set-up time caused its 
own problems. Rob had a white knuckle 
ride and crossed the line with hardly any 
feeling in his arms. The next day however 
he was back to fighting fitness for a debut 
at the Billown races which included his 
first ever outing on a 2-stroke, loaned by 
loyal sponsor Dave Cottrell. He finished 
a fine third on the 250cc machine, and 
enjoyed the handling so much he would 
be keen to have another spin in the future.

So what about the plan of attack 
for this year? The main focus is the TT 
as ever, and with an ex-Keith Amor North 
West 200 winning BMW in the stable, 
things are looking good. I put it to Rob 
that a silver replica would be fantastic 
and, while he agreed, it isn’t the main aim. 

He isn’t out there for prize money or fame, 
simply for the enjoyment of racing on the 
greatest circuit in the world. Taking in the 
Supertwins race is a possibility if he can 
secure a ride (all offers will be consid-
ered!), and he’s confident he would give 
a good account of himself in what should 
be a hotly contested class. And, at the 
end of the day it would be another oppor-
tunity to race the TT.

Given unlimited funds Rob would 
love to get back to the Tandragee and 
Ulster GP this year, and perhaps take in 
some new tracks like Cookstown, Mid-
Antrim and Armoy in Ireland, or Scarbor-
ough and Aberdare Park. But working 
long hours in a job that frequently requires 
travel all over the world means that he 
struggles to fit the bikes in around the rest 
of his life. Getting time for the gym is also 
a problem.

It’s clear that Rob’s dad has been 
a constant support throughout his racing 
career and he is often found tinkering 
away with the bikes in the background. 
Rob also wants to pass on his sincere 
thanks to his main sponsors KAIS Perfor-
mance and MTC Exhausts, and to Rob 
Livesey of Econoloft who is providing help 
this year. For all TT privateers, funding 
their racing calendar is a heartache, par-
ticularly as no-one likes to go begging for 
money. But the reality is that there would 
be no TT races if these guys were unable 
to raise the necessary cash. So if you 
have a few spare quid, how about putting 
your hand in your pocket and sending it 
in the direction of one of your favourite 
riders – certainly Rob can be reached via 
his PRB Racing website if you need him!  

Phil Windrum




